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Loud and Clear
The S360 combines main monitor performance with compact size,
delivering a true reference even at high sound pressure levels. And
with our GLM software, the S360 will intelligently adapt to your
acoustic environment.
So if you need to really feel the energy in
your music – or are working with large scale
immersive film production – it is no longer a
choice between power and precision.
Find out more at www.genelec.com/S360
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PUNCHES ABOVE ITS WEIGHT CLASS

JBL 104 Compact Powered Reference Monitors draw on seven decades of award-winning
engineering to deliver the exceptional imaging, neutral frequency response and crisp detail
you’ve come to expect from JBL Professional. JBL 104s achieve this through an innovative
acoustic design that leverages advances found in our top-selling 3-series MkII monitors along
with a custom 4.5” coaxial to driver to deliver impressive frequency response and output. JBL
104s also provide higher SPL, greater lower-frequency extension, and more powerful amplification to make them punch well above
their class. Compact, affordable and stylish, JBL 104 Powered Reference Monitors are a worthy contender in any arena: pro, project,
and home studios alike.

Find out more at jblpro.com. Contact us: European.Marketing@harman.com
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here is money
in music.
Despite those
Facebook
posts from
your friends — “…my song
was streamed 100,000
times and I only earned
$5” — artists at the top of
the tree (who sign good
contracts, unlike your
Facebook friend) are
making more from music,
relatively, than at any time
in history. Drake is the
world’s best-selling
recording artist of 2018
according to IFPI, the
organisation representing
the recorded music
industry worldwide. His fifth album Scorpion
inspired a viral dance craze with single ‘In My
Feelings’, and Drake dethroned himself (twice)
for the top spot on the Billboard Hot 100. The
data-tracking firm Nielson reports Scorpion
earned 3.905m equivalent album units in the
US, with 330,000 coming from album sales.
Post Malone came a reasonably close second in
the US with 3.251m units, while K-pop boy band
sensation BTS took second place on IFPI’s 2018
global list, following the success of albums Love
Yourself: Tear and Love Yourself: Answer, both
of which debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard 200.
Ed Sheeran ranked third in the IFPI 2018 global
charts, with Post Malone fourth.
Based on global album sales only, Eminem
earned himself the title of top artist in 2018. The
IFPI ranked the 46-year-old rapper fifth overall,
but Marshall Mathers sold over 755,000 albums
in 2018. The Detroit rapper was followed closely

by BTS, who sold more
than 603,000 albums.
The third spot was
claimed by country
singer Chris
Stapleton with more than
577,000 album sales. The
‘world’s biggest heavy
metal band’ Metallica sold
close to 540,000 albums,
and Lady
Gaga and Bradley
Cooper rounded out the
global Top 5 for their
collaboration on the 2018
adaptation of A Star is
Born.
Live music was
lucrative in 2018, which
marked the first year in
which gross revenue surpassed $2bn from just
the Top 10 tours alone. ‘King of the road’ Ed
Sheeran’s Divide world tour raked in a
whopping $432.4m, based on ticket sales for
94 concerts in 53 cities, the highest gross ever
recorded for a tour in a single year. Trade
website Pollstar revealed the second highest
grossing tour of 2018 was that of Ed’s pal
Taylor Swift, who completed her Reputation
stadium jaunt with a ticket count of 2.8m, to
deliver the tour’s $345m gross. Jay-Z and
Beyoncé scored $254m in box office revenue
with their On the Run II tour with 48 stadium
shows. Rounding out the live Top 10 are Pink,
Bruno Mars, The Eagles, Justin Timberlake,
Roger Waters, U2 and The Rolling Stones. My
old boss Roger Waters — 75 years young —
moved 1.4m tickets to finish a relentless
84-show schedule with $131.2m in sales. “…Get
a good job with more pay and you’re O.K.”

Nigel

Editor

@resolutionmagazine
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News

Swiss sound pleasure
for PMC monitors

PMC, in conjunction with its Swiss
distributor MGM Audio, is sponsoring The
Sheer Pleasure of Sound — a three-day
seminar and conference that focuses on
recording and mixing music. Scheduled to
take place in Basel between May 3-5, this
event will feature workshops, seminars and
open forum discussions delivered by
engineering heavyweights Al Schmitt,
George Massenburg and Daniel Dettwiler.
PMC is supplying its award-winning BB6
XBD-A and MB3 XBD-A large active
monitors for this event. These will be used
during workshop sessions and also as
playback monitors in the main conference
room so that participants can hear every
detail of the music being recorded and
mixed.
www.sheerpleasureofsound.com/apply

CBC/Radio-Canada go all-IP with Lawo
Canadian public broadcaster CBC/Radio-Canada is equipping its new Montreal
Broadcast Centre with IP-based video, audio networking and broadcast control
systems by Lawo. The Broadcast Centre will be an end-to-end SMPTE 2110 and ST2022-7
facility — one of the largest ever built in North America. The 39,000m² facility will house
production suites for news, TV and post-production, with CBC’s Master Control and Playout
Room accommodating 40 TV channels, 40 web channels and 160 radio channels.
For audio production, CBC/Radio Canada has selected two Lawo mc²96 and four Lawo
mc²56 third-generation mixing consoles with full support for native SMPTE 2110-30 and
AES67/RAVENNA. A total of 18 ruby radio broadcast consoles will also be installed. Multiformat Power Core audio nodes handling AES3, HD MADI, analogue and AES67 audio
channels will be used for audio acquisition, along with Lawo Commentary Units and A__
stage multi-format stageboxes. Audio processing is provided by A__UHD Core DSP engines.

Training for L-ISA
Hyperreal Sound

L-Acoustics has announced the
availability of training programmes for
systems and mixing engineers seeking to
implement L-ISA Immersive Hyperreal
Sound technology (p50 Resolution
V18.2), the object-based mixing
technology for live events and
installations. In the initial phase of rollout,
training sessions will be available by
invitation only in L-Acoustics locations
in Marcoussis, France; New York
City and Westlake Village, CA, and at select
partner facilities. Phase two, planned for the
fourth quarter of 2019, will extend training
to a wider audience. L-ISA training blends
theory and hands-on practice in 3-day
seminars, dispensed in half-day sessions,
that bring together systems engineers and
mixing engineers.
6 / April 2019

Voice Over Soho: Dolby Atmos certified
The independent recording studio specialising in Dolby Atmos, voiceover, ADR, sound
design and audio post production announced it is now one of the first studios globally
to have been awarded the Dolby Atmos Home Entertainment Studio Certification.
“As an entrepreneur in the world of audio, I saw the potential for British companies to
start making films and series in Dolby Atmos, which is now recognised as the benchmark in
immersive sound. This certification enables us to take cinematic sound to new levels in the
home,” said Peter Morris, director at Voice Over Soho.
Working closely with HHB, its flagship studio was equipped with the new Dolby Atmos
Mastering System, which runs on a dedicated Rendering and Mastering Unit (RMU), offering
128 channels of MADI I/O via DAD AX-32. This is monitored by a Genelec 8351-based Atmos
system, from a Pro Tools Ultimate HDX2 rig, controlled by a 24 channel Avid S6 (feature,
Resolution V16.6). The room also has a 3.5x2m, 16:10, acoustically transparent electric screen
with laser projection.

APPOINTMENTS

NextRadioTV expands with Studer
NextRadioTV operates multiple radio and television stations, and recently moved to a
brand-new facility inside parent company Altice France’s headquarters. With twice as
many studios to manage, NextRadioTV’s engineers decided to increase efficiency by
making each one a multipurpose space with identical equipment. NextRadioTV hired
system integrator Red Bee Media to install a complete Studer by HARMAN broadcast
mixing solution, supplied by Paris-based HARMAN distributor Audiopole.
Seven of the new multipurpose studios feature identical Studer Vista V consoles. The
Vista V’s Quad Star technology and Infinity Core processor give it ample DSP power and
provide redundancy to ensure uninterrupted broadcasts. The largest studio in the new
facility has the capability to host live TV or radio broadcasts with a studio audience. Here,
Audiopole supplied a Studer Vista X console to provide the extra power and flexibility
necessary for delivering separate audience and broadcast mixes.

SSL joins Sennheiser’s
AMBEO for VR program

Kazbar builds Nicholas
Lloyd-Webber studio

Sennheiser and Solid State Logic
announced their cooperation within the
framework of the AMBEO for VR
partnership program, with SSL’s S500,
S300 and TCR System T broadcast mixing
consoles to feature on-board AMBEO A-B
conversion for the Sennheiser AMBEO VR
Mic (review, Resolution V17.1). The AMBEO
A-B converter works with SSL’s 360
transcoder, providing the processing-ready
B-format from the Ambisonics AMBEO VR
Mic, while the transcoder delivers this signal
to a broad range of output formats, from
4.0 to 5.1.4 and 7.1.4. Broadcasters will be
able to record and process immersive
content without any additional physical
equipment.

Lloyd-Webber has been a client of Kazbar
Systems since their involvement in his
previous Studio at the Palace Theatre on
Shaftsbury Avenue; due to renovation
work at the Palace Theatre, a new multiroom recording facility was
commissioned. Kazbar Systems
recommended the Genelec 1238A Smart
Active Monitors to deliver neutral
monitoring at high sound pressure levels.
Further recording hardware installed and
supplied included Focal Trio Active Studio
monitors, an Audient ASP8024 HE Console,
two Universal Audio Apollo 16 MKII
Thunderbolt Interfaces, a Kahayan 12K72
Dual Mic Preamp, two Neumann U87
microphones and various mics and stands.

HARMAN Professional
Solutions has
appointed Roland
Rice as vice president
and general manager,
North America sales. A
sales and business
development executive
with more than 30 years’ experience in
North America, across a range of
industries, Rice has held a number of
senior leadership roles at Altec Lansing,
Diamond Multimedia, and Avid
Technology — where he successfully
restructured divisions and developed new
logistics and sales channels. Most
recently, as vice president of sales at
Plantronics, Rice was responsible for
roughly $540m annual revenue and
established the company as the top
market share leader in mobile and
enterprise headset sales. Rice will report
directly to Mohit Parasher, president,
HARMAN Professional Solutions.
Patrick Warrington has
joined German audio
console and IP video
specialist Lawo as
senior director for
technical business
development. He will
support clients in their
migration to IP-based systems and
infrastructure, as well as working with the
Lawo Advisory Board to steer the
company’s strategies and technology.
Warrington has a degree in Physics and
computing from Warwick University, and
an MBA from Manchester University. He
began his career in professional audio in
1986 with AMS, before becoming R&D
manager and technical director for a
mixer manufacturer, where he led the
company from being analogue-oriented
to fielding a team with particular skills in
FPGA, embedded processing, audio DSP
and high-speed circuit design.
As part of expansion
plans in the US, German
audio metering
manufacturer RTW has
opened its first office in
New York, led by
Claudia Haase.
“Reuniting with RTW
and taking on this position and challenge
is a great opportunity,” said Haase. “The
US is a huge market, and having a local
office is the only way forward. I am proud
to be the one to in charge of opening this
next chapter.” Other initiatives supporting
the company’s dedication to the US
market include the recent appointments
of authorised RTW service centres in
New York and Los Angeles.
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APPOINTMENTS
Audio-Technica Europe
announced the
appointment of Sarah
Yule to the position of
sales director EMEA.
Yule joins the company
from music creation
start-up ROLI, where
she was director of sales between
2014-2019. Starting her career as an
audio engineer in her teens, Yule
obtained a degree in sound technology
from LIPA before moving into the
commercial side of the industry. Yule has
spent the last 15 years in sales roles at the
likes of TL Audio and InMusic, and at
ROLI was involved in bringing the brand’s
ground-breaking products to market
around the world, through both CE and
MI retailers such as Apple, Guitar Centre
and John Lewis.
The Music Producers
Guild has appointed
Olga FitzRoy and
Rhiannon Mair to its
Executive Board. Both
women were elected
by MPG Full Members
at an Extraordinary
General Meeting, which took place in
London on April 2, 2019. Olga FitzRoy
(interview, Resolution V13.6) has been an
assistant director of the MPG for the last
two years and has represented the Guild
at the UK Music board. As the founder of
the Parental Pay Equality campaign, she
has worked tirelessly to turn an idea for
shared parental leave for freelancers into
a Bill being debated in Parliament. The
contacts she has made during this
process will be invaluable to the MPG’s
political and campaigning work.
Riedel Communications
has appointed Tobias
Kronenwett as head of
sales for Scandinavia.
Reporting to Jens
Miedek, Riedel’s
Director of Sales,
Kronenwett brings
almost 20 years of sales experience in
audio to his new role. Prior to joining
Riedel, Kronenwett served as head of
business development for SonoVTS
Media, where he established a partner
network and distribution channels for all
of the company’s products and services.
Before that, he served for 10 years at
Lawo International in Switzerland, most
recently as the vice president of sales for
Central and South America. While at
Lawo, Kronenwett also handled sales and
business development in Ireland, the UK,
Spain and Portugal.

8 / April 2019

Nebula, Milan now have Neve Genesys 32
“We looked at a variety of consoles, from
a vintage SSL 4000G+ to a modern
digital desk,” says Edoardo Naridello, the
brainchild behind Nebula Studios. The
Genesys G32 is configured with 16 preamps
and eight 88R dynamics modules, and both
88R and 1084 EQs. “The thing that grabbed
my attention was the compact size, you
really have everything within reach,”
Naridello continued. “The 5.1 routing, the
Recall and Encore automation system and,
of course, the Neve sound were also key
factors for us.”

The spacious studio and rehearsal
rooms, complemented by the classic Neve
sound, are key in attracting and nurturing
local Italian talent. “We’re looking forward
to working with some of the bands of the
independent scene here in Milan, which is
quite prolific at the moment! The rooms
are ideal for those who require an
‘ambient’ sound, such as a big jazz band
or a string quartet, but also the drums on
a blues or jazz recording would benefit
from our natural reverberation!” says
Naridello.

API 2448 console available
for demo at SX Pro

RAK Studios get
the ‘Most’ from Quested

SX Pro, located in Hertfordshire, is one of
API’s newest dealers in the UK and their
2448 was purchased specifically for
conducting in-house client demos. “We
were present at AES New York for the
launch of the console and placed our order
immediately,” says SX Pro Sales Director
Dale Chapman. “We are absolutely blown
away by how the 2448 sounds; huge, fat,
punchy lows coupled with smooth, rich
mids and highs. It sounds like nothing else
we’ve ever heard.” Established in 2007, SX
Pro is made up of a specialised team, from
logistics to sales to marketing, and has been
dedicated to supplying clients for the past
decade.

David Bowie and Pink Floyd, Mark
Ronson, Plan B, Arctic Monkeys and
Shakira have all recorded at RAK Studios
— founded in 1976 by legendary record
producer Mickie Most — which has
recently installed Quested’s new Q212FS
large format monitors. “We needed
speakers that would be able to deliver for a
diverse range of clients, from people who
listen very quietly, to those that prefer
things somewhat louder,” explains RAK’s
technical manager, Kevin Seal. “We had a
pair on demo with other monitors, and
taking into consideration all the opinions
from our engineers, the Questeds
completely fulfilled our requirements.”

/ News

For the remastered high-definition
release of the long-running hit series
Baywatch, produced by
Fremantle, Audionamix removed music
and provided isolated dialogue tracks
— 400 clips across nine seasons.
Replacing original music often proves to be
a cost-effective solution for content owners
looking to update or repurpose their
catalogue. Audionamix has developed
proprietary AI technology, which allows for
the separation of elements from a master
recording. “We provided the Audionamix
team with a conformed English composite
and an English dialogue stem, plus the
music stem conformed and phased
separately for each of the foreign
languages,” said John Yanez, supervisor of
archival mastering at Warner Bros. “They
delivered extracted foreign language
dialogue, with unique attention to the
challenges that varied from language to
language. They were a collaborative partner
that delivered nine seasons on schedule.”

Stage Tec mixers for SBT
Brazil’s 110 TV stations

Brazilian TV station SBT, headquartered
in Sao Paulo, is having its technical
equipment installation renewed by the
Berlin-based manufacturer Stage Tec.
Three audio mixing consoles have been
supplied: A 32-fader CRESCENDO platinum
was installed for sound reinforcement, a
24-fader CRESCENDO platinum mixes
music broadcasts and talk shows, and an
AURATUS with 24 faders is connected to a
variety of external devices that augment
the mixes with special effects. The three
consoles are integrated into an audio
network, consisting of four NEXUS Base
Devices and two routers.
10 / April 2019

Red Dot design honour for DPA
DPA Microphones’ d:fine CORE 6066 Subminiature Headset Microphone (review,
Resolution V17.6) has been awarded a prestigious Red Dot Award in the Product Design
2019 category. The distinctive Red Dot has become established internationally as one of
the most sought-after seals of quality. Professor Dr. Peter Zec, founder of Red Dot, says:
“The fact that their products were able to satisfy the strict criteria of the jury bears
testimony to their award-winning design quality. The laureates are thus setting key trends in
the design industry.”
DPA’s CEO Kalle Hvidt Nielsen adds: “We are absolutely thrilled to be recognised by Red
Dot’s expert product design jury, which we understand tested more than 5,000 products
before coming to their decision. This is an incredible endorsement for DPA’s R&D team,
which spent many months developing our 6000 Series microphone capsule — the smallest
microphones we have ever made — and working with customers to perfect a headset that
is secure, lightweight, unobtrusive, easy to fit and comfortable to wear.”

© John Muggenborg)

Audionamix rescues
Baywatch remaster

WSDG-designed NYC podcast studios
Top podcast production company
Stitcher has opened a WSDG-designed
production complex in NYC to create
podcasts for Earwolf, their innovative
comedy podcasting network and for
Midroll, their advertising and sales arm.
“From the beginning, we worked closely
with Romina Larregina [WSDG Project
Manager] to define our operational needs,
both present and future, and to weigh those
against the available space,” said chief
engineer John DeLore. “The end result is a
beautiful suite of three studios and two edit
rooms, plus two additional ISO booths. We
can accommodate anything from a one-onone interview, to an 8-person roundtable, to

the recording of live music in our Studio A.”
DeLore also noted that most consumers of
podcasts listen on earbuds or headphones.
“The voices are right there next to your ear
drums, so we need to be extremely
particular about getting high-fidelity sound
up front. That starts with the room design,
and WSDG understood how vital it was that
our design incorporate complete roomwithin-room, with floating floor isolation to
preclude any leakage. Key gear components
include Sennheiser microphones and
Neumann Monitors.” Podcasts currently
reach over 73m affluent, educated and
exceedingly mobile listeners in the US alone
(see Rob Speight, craft interview, page 38).
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New Gear

New products
Resolution brings you the latest kit, including gear from AES Dublin & PLS Frankfurt
API

Merging Technologies

API’s new 2448
console made its
official European
debut at the 2019
Prolight+Sound
show in Frankfurt, Germany. The 2448 console has already been
commissioned into multiple studios around the world, with over a dozen
consoles currently on order and in production at API’s factory. “The 2448
console was intentionally engineered to fit the spot — and the budget —
between our new 1608-II and the Legacy AXS console,” says API
president Larry Droppa.
The 2448 offers a powerful feature set including dual inputs on each
channel and, optionally, API’s new cross-platform Final Touch fader
automation system. The 2448 expands API’s line of world-class analogue
recording consoles and continues API’s nearly 50 year legacy of
combining functionality and reliability with the ‘warmth’ of the API sound.
The 2448 features eight multitrack and auxiliary buses, one stereo bus
and four stereo returns. The console is available in 24, 32, and 40 channel
frame sizes and accepts API 500 Series equalisers, is offered with the
option of a 529C stereo compressor, and features 5.1 centre section
monitoring. A 24 channel console will set you back $86,400.

This compact audio interface is a
standalone 32-bit A/D and D/A
capable of handling microphone or
line level inputs and four analogue
line outputs, plus two high quality
headphone outputs. Built-in talkback, cue circuits and speaker
management functions make Anubis well-suited to operation as a
controller. Designed to integrate with an AES67 or ST2110 environment, it
is scalable when coupled with Merging’s Hapi or Horus units, or indeed
any other AES67 devices. The additional I/O allows Anubis to become the
centre of a 256x256 matrix with control over incoming and outgoing
streams.
Practical uses include monitor control in studios, remote trucks and
edit rooms, monitoring incoming AES67 audio streams, recording
voice-overs or as a highly portable location recording companion. Anubis
can be powered from its own power supply, battery and/or PoE (Power
over Ethernet).
Two models are available: Pro which handles sample rates up to
192kHz, and Premium which provides for high-resolution audio up to
384kHz and DXD plus all flavours of DSD up to 256, with suggested retail
prices (before tax) of $1495 and $1995 respectively.

www.apiaudio.com

www.merging.com

Anubis

2448

NUGEN

Austrian Audio

Steinberg

Netflix updates: the Loudness Toolkit 2.8
includes support for Netflix’s Audio Mix
Specifications and Best Practices document, an
updated loudness parameter (Dialogue LRA) as
well as added flexibility to simultaneously
monitor multiple integrated measures,
supporting native 7.1.2 audio processing and
loudness parameters for advanced loudness
control and dialogue consistency. The new
version of Halo Downmix features additional
ranges for downmix coefficients and a Netflix
preset, in addition to new LFE and LFE filter
cutoff controls. An optional 3D Immersive
Extension adds capability for downmixing 7.1.2
Dolby Atmos bed tracks to 7.1, 5.1 and stereo.

Two new largediaphragm condenser
microphones, made in
Vienna, from a company
formed by members of
the former AKG
engineering team. The
OC18 (£599 inc) features
a classic cardioid pick-up
pattern, whilst the OC818
(£879 inc) features
multiple patterns, dual
outputs for recording its
forward-facing and
rear-facing capsules
independently, and
optional Bluetooth
wireless control. The
single-diaphragm OC18
and dual-diaphragm
OC818 both feature the newly-designed,
handmade, ceramic CKR12 capsule: any OC18
and OC818 can be used as a matched pair due
to the precision of manufacturing and
measuring processes.

Nuendo 10 adds a new Field Recorder Audio
Import window, Video Cut Detection,
VoiceDesigner effects, a Doppler effect,
dearVR support and more. Video Cut Detection
analyses videos for edits and sets markers
automatically. Field Recorder Import allows
users to search audio files and match these with
a project’s events using available attributes or
metadata. Among many new and redesigned
plug-ins, the VoiceDesigner boasts parameters
such as Detune, Formant, Preserve (for pitch
shifting while preserving formants), Robot,
Morph and FX.

www.nugenaudio.com

www.austrian.audio • www.soundtech.co.uk

www.steinberg.net

Loudness Toolkit
& Halo Downmix
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OC18 & OC818

Nuendo 10

SSL

Genelec

SiX offers “big console
sound and an
impressive set of utility
features in a format that
is small enough to stick
in a bag” according to
SSL. Two recording
channels feature
SuperAnalogue mic
pres, a one-knob
version of the SSL
Channel Compressor, a
new two-band Channel
EQ, inserts and 100mm
faders. There is a
two-knob version of the
G-Series Bus
Compressor on the
main mix bus and the unique Listen Mic Compressor (LMC) on Talkback.
In mixdown mode it becomes a 12-channel summing system.
“When developing the concept of SiX, I really thought hard on what
our users appreciate about our larger consoles; what helps their
workflow and delivers quality results for them” said Niall Feldman, SSL
Director of New Products. “SiX is everything an SSL console should be,
but at a price point that makes the SSL audio pedigree more accessible”
comments James Gordon, CEO of Audiotonix. “When Fusion launched
last year we hinted it was the start of a new line of studio offerings and
SiX is step two of that commitment.” SSL SiX is available now, priced:
£999, $1499, €1199 inc.

Genelec announced a
significant first step in
improving headphone
listening. ‘Aural ID’
technology works by
acquiring a person’s
exclusive acoustic
attributes to create a
detailed modelling of
their unique anatomical
features affecting
hearing — which can
then be compensated
for — thus enabling the delivery of a more truthful and reliable sound
when headphones are employed for reproduction.
Genelec Aural ID software simply requires the user to provide a
360-degree video of their head and shoulder region, for which a highquality mobile phone camera is sufficient. Once the video is uploaded to
the Genelec web-based calculation service, the calculation process first
builds an accurate and detailed 3D model, scaled to exactly the correct
dimensions of the head and upper torso, with special attention paid to
modelling of the external ears. Acoustic fields are computed for hundreds
of different orientations of audio approaching the head, after which the
HRTFs are formed and the data is finally compiled into a downloadable
SOFA file — a format which has been defined and standardised by the
Audio Engineering Society (AES). This maximises the technical
compatibility of the HRTF data file, since the SOFA format is already
supported by many virtual reality (VR) and game audio rendering
engines.

www.solidstatelogic.com

www.genelec.com

SiX

Aural ID

RØDE

Flare

Tracktion

The latest version of Waveform 10 comes
complete with sixty-two new plug-ins designed
with an “analogue circuit inspired” interface, with
plenty of opportunities for building complex
rack environments within the DAW. MIDI
improvements provide users increased ability to
preview chords and compare different synths.
Editing in the new DAW has also been improved:
Range Selection allows users to select a series
of tracks across discontinuous sets. Waveform
10 includes Auto-Tune technology from Antares
Technologies, plus Melodyne and Elastique Pro.
Priced from $69-$1,066.

“We believe this delivers the highest sound
quality ever heard in an earphone,” states
Davies Roberts, company founder. Flare’s JET
and Acoustic Lens technology have been
maximised to reveal “more musical detail”, and
the JET technology refined to remove as much
air pressure as possible, leaving the 5.5mm
beryllium driver unrestricted to move freely. The
Acoustic Lens at the front of the earphone has
also been coated in a micro-thin layer of
rhodium. This coating ensures a super-slick
finish to the acoustic lens which “increases the
accuracy and of the sound.” The Flare PRO 2
(RRP £399) and PRO 2HD (RRP £299)
supersede the previous Flare Pro and Flare
Gold models, offering wired or wireless play.

WirelessGO is an ultra-compact digital wireless
microphone system: measuring a compact
44x45.3x18.5mm and weighing just 31g, the
Wireless GO transmitter acts as either a quick
and easy clip-on wireless microphone (thanks
to a high-quality built-in omnidirectional
condenser capsule), or as “the world’s smallest
belt-pack transmitter” for a lavalier microphone
via the 3.5mm input. RØDE claim “up to 7 hours
on a full charge, including a battery saver
mode” and up to 8 systems may be used
together in one location

www.rode.com

www.flareaudio.com

www.tracktion.com

WirelessGO

PRO 2HD

Waveform 10
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Broadcast aside
Dennis Baxter

Metadata – getting it right
Dennis dives deep into data

W

ith the electronic distribution
of media came the
widespread adoption of
attaching information, known
as metadata, about the digital
content directly to the media file. As
songwriters, music producers, recording
practitioners and Resolution readers, I am sure
that most of you are aware of the importance of
music metadata in getting paid, but the reality
is that metadata will become critical to proper
reproduction of your craft. Virtually all digital
audio and electronic media is authored
(mastered) or captured, and at some point in
the process, metadata is attached to the
content file.
The music industry deals with mostly
administrative and descriptive metadata,
information about who gets credit, who gets
paid, and information about the content. To
date, there has never been any information
about how loud or the dynamic range of the
content or about how the reproduction of the
content should be over different listening
devices and formats.
When television went digital with new audio
formats and standards, the accompanying
operational metadata became necessary to tell
the receiver how to process the audio content.
Digital audio in the form of AC4, MPEG-H and
others have operational metadata that set the
parameters for key components such as dialog
levelling, dynamic range control and format
output.

Optimising audio for the device

So why is this important to get right? The
operational metadata is essential to an accurate
high-quality aural experience because all
reproduction devices are not created equal in
performance and price. The range of listening
devices is staggering, but the fact is that most
devices, from earbuds to soundbars, are still
passive devices and that most of these devices
are not capable of optimising the reproduction
for each consumer device. The possibility of an
enhanced experience is technically achievable
but is not being implemented by most
equipment manufacturers.
The delivery metadata is ready. But the truth
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music production. Even though most music is
still produced in stereo, I believe immersive
music production has tremendous creative
possibilities if the content is reproduced
(rendered) accurately for the listening devices.
Since quality reproduction of music, movies and
television sound over a single system has
always been a problem, it is clear that next
generation codecs like Dolby Atmos and
MPEG-H and their accompanying metadata is
the future.

Metadata ‘frees’ the content producer

is that the industry still needs accurate and
factual information about playback devices for
the operational metadata embedded in the
content and reproduction devices to operate
effectively. For example, a discrete immersive
system and a soundbar immersive sound
system do not reproduce immersive sound the
same, but the operational metadata can adjust
the audio rendering for any system.
Dynamic range has always been at the top of
the list of concerns of most music producers.
Operational metadata about the content and
informational metadata about the consumer
device will ensure proper and non-damaging
reproduction. For example, if you have an
immersive soundbar from brand X and another
system from brand Y, and brand X has satellite
speakers above and behind the listener while
brand Y has up-firing and side-firing speakers,
these two systems are obviously different. The
design is different, the installation is different,
and clearly the rendering of the audio should be
different to optimise the sound for the different
reproduction devices and methods. To avoid
overloading an inferior speaker, the metadata
could be programmed to allow for attenuation,
redistribution of the sound, or band-passing the
sound to other speakers in the enclosure.
Dynamic range control is critical because high
dynamic range content like cinematic releases
can do damage to your listening devices and to
your ears.
In Resolution V18.2, I talked about immersive

Finally, advanced coding with metadata and an
intelligent interface with the reproduction
device provides many solutions for music
delivery, but also significantly more benefits for
broadcasters. One feature that broadcasters
have added (and legislated) was the inclusion of
dynamic range control that is based on
dialogue to further control the dynamic
reproduction of audio content. Dialogue
normalisation (Dialnorm) helps match the
perceived loudness between programs, which
always was the number one complaint of
television viewers.
Significantly, metadata frees the content
producer and consumer from being tied to a
baked-in format (like stereo and 5.1 surround)
because with accurate metadata a single mix
can be rendered to a stereo, surround and even
an immersive mix all the while preserving the
creative integrity and intent.
Metadata will continue to evolve as the
benefits are further understood and monetised.
Every content and media file will have multiple
metadata files including descriptive,
informational, operational data and many more.
I wrote about adaptive learning (Resolution
V17.7) where a computer can learn a sporting
event and produce the event. I can clearly see a
time when real-time adaptive metadata will be
generated by a computer that recognises scene
by scene for player action and background
setting, and the computer will generate
dynamic data and consistently deliver a quality
sport production.
Getting metadata right is the foundation of
digital asset management. And this powerful
responsibility is on you.

Business

Nigel Jopson

Lucky 13 for songwriters
Business deals which affect production pros

EU: safe harbour reform

Spotify goes podcasting

Tidal Masters: 96kHz streams

Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)
have voted to adopt the Directive on Copyright
in the Digital Single Market, including the
controversial Article 13, which has ‘luckily’ been
renamed Article 17, covering internet platforms
with user-uploaded content — a category
including YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. It
is not clear if the UK, the world’s fourth largest
music market, will adopt the legislation after it
leaves the EU.
“Four years of titanic tussling later, our work
to solve the ‘Value Gap’ now begins a new stage
after this vote. Namely, to ensure that those who
make the music make a fair return,” said John
Phelan, director general of international music
publishing trade association ICMP. International
Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI)
CEO Frances Moore stated: “This world-first
legislation confirms that user-upload content
platforms perform an act of communication to
the public and must seek authorisation from
rights holders or ensure no unauthorised
content is available on their platforms. The
Directive also includes a ‘stay down’ provision
requiring platforms to keep unlicensed content
down — another global first.”
Many tech-insiders adopted a gloomy
narrative, insisting EU law-makers have made a
mistake that will have negative consequences
for how we use the internet. It’s also unlikely the
music community will see all the benefits
promised by music-biz lobbyists for safe
harbour reform. Making serious money from
these platforms depends on music producers
signing the right contracts, and embracing and
exploiting channels themselves.

Spotify is pursuing podcasters in a major way in
2019 — committing to invest up to $500m — a
promise it made in February after announcing
the acquisitions of podcast networks Gimlet
and Anchor for around $300m.
The Swedish streaming firm’s latest
acquisition is Podcast studio Parcast, which
specialises in mystery, crime, science fiction,
and history content; Parcast has produced
18 titles including Serial Killers, Unsolved
Murders, Cults and Conspiracy Theories and
the recently released Mind’s Eye, a first foray
into fiction.
Beyond catering to listeners’ growing love of
podcasts, Spotify’s strategy is to develop fresh
channels for consumption of its core content.
Courtney Holt, head of Spotify Studios, said in
January: “People who consume podcasts on
Spotify are consuming more of Spotify —
including music. So we found that in increasing
our [podcast] catalogue and spending more
time to make the user experience better, it
wasn’t taking away from music, it was
enhancing the overall time spent on the
platform.”
Podcast listening continues to rise around
the world, a trend also pursued by other players
in the field, such as Apple and iHeartMedia. In
January, Spotify cofounder and CEO Daniel Ek
indicated that while music will remain a core
focus, the company will increasingly embrace
other forms of audio entertainment. “Based on
radio industry data, we believe it is a safe
assumption that, over time, more than 20% of
all Spotify listening will be non-music content,”
he said.

Tidal’s ‘Master’ quality recordings, the streaming
service’s high-resolution MQA tracks, are now
available to listeners via its iOS app. The
announcement follows the launch of the feature
on Android smartphones in January 2019. MQA
first became available to Tidal’s desktop
listeners back in 2017.
Tidal defines hi-res audio as anything with a
higher bitrate or sampling frequency than the
16-bit 44.1kHz CD standard, with MQA allowing
the file to be compressed to the same size as a
standard streaming audio file. MQA — ‘Master
Quality Authenticated’ - is a technology
developed by the co-founder of Meridian
Audio, Bob Stuart. Rather than being a new
file-type like WAV, MQA files are instead
packaged inside any lossless container — such
as FLAC, WAV or Apple Lossless — typically at
96kHz/24 bit — without using an immense
amount of bandwidth. Until recently compatible
hardware, such as a music streamer, D-A
converter or a portable music player was
required to decode MQA files.
This is no longer necessary due to a software
decoder included with the Tidal app. Tidal’s
Master quality songs are available to its HiFi
subscription tier, which costs $19.99/£20 a
month. The 30,000 Masters tracks cover a
range of musical tastes, with the majority
currently catalogues of renowned artists, from
Coldplay and The Black Keys to Pink Floyd,
Muse and David Bowie. MQA also promises
‘original quality’ real-time concert streams with
its new Live technology, which MQA
demonstrated at the Munich High End Show in
2018.
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Sound opinion
Tim Oliver

Don’t over-mix!
When the mix is so wrong but the song feels so right

I

s it me or are mixes converging into an
inoffensive state of homogeny? In
Resolution V18.2 I talked about how
some of the best mixes aren’t always ‘well
balanced’, and it got me thinking about
how these are getting fewer and further
between, presumably as mixing techniques and
tolerances contrive to even everything out.
After all, it’s hard to live with a set of balances
that are intentionally wayward for more than a
few listens without feeling it’s wrong, despite
the fact it’s a proven that one learns to live with
these and accept them as fact (when you know
it can’t be changed). And now with instant
recall mixes are even less ‘of the moment’ and
performed intermittently over several days or
weeks, which makes it even harder to live with

imbalance, particularly if like me and many
mixers I know, the OCD kicks in forcing you to
make things neat and tidy.
Often I wish it wouldn’t.
The thing is, a mix can
often be great because of
its odd balances — I love
Kanye’s ‘Black Skinhead’
and love the mix but I
know I’d never be able to
live with the balance of the
screech over his vocal for
more than a couple of
playbacks before I turned
it down. There are several
other Kanye tracks to choose from with similar
anomalies. The same applies to Kendrick Lamar

and many other hip-hop tunes that are
favourably off-kilter. Kendrick’s ‘These Walls’ has
a lot of complex musical stuff going on that’s
almost inaudible behind the vocals and drums
— which is stylistically right for the mix — but I’d
be wanting to hear more of it, for sure.

Great vibes despite mix ‘mistakes’

It’s hard to know whether imbalances
contribute to a track’s success or if they’re
successful despite them. There are a few
examples with surprisingly loud vocals which I
think fall into the latter category: The Clash’s
‘Should I Stay or Should I Go’ and from the
same era, X-Ray Spex ‘Oh Bondage! Up Yours!’.
I didn’t notice these at the time, and I’d have
expected them to be more musically driven

Monitor Controller? Recording Interface? Network Manager?
Yes, and as Anubis is Modular by Software, who knows what else in the future!
To see how to Take Control visit www.merging.com/anubis
MISSION CONTROL from MERGING+ANUBIS

Merging Technologies SA, Le Verney 4, CH-1070, Puidoux, Switzerland T +41 21 946 0444 E anubis@merging.com W www.merging.com
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some are better because of them. So how does
one avoid playing it too safe and ending up with
a bland mush? There are occasions when you’re
made aware that your mix is lacking during the
process. It drives me nuts when clients have
‘demo-itis’, an unhealthy attachment to the
original demo of the track, but invariably there
is something to be learnt. These days it’s more
often ‘monitor mix-itis’, a bit more of a mouthful
but often more pertinent to the final mix,
because if indeed there is some magic lost in
the current mix it can be resurrected without
much trouble. With true demo-itis it can be a
fault of the production and no amount of

mixing can salvage the situation. It’s easy (and
good practice) to have all the pre-existing
monitor mixes (and mixes) running in the
background within the session so you can flip
over to them to salvage the lost moments.
There’s an element of bravery and having
courage of your convictions to keep rude
balances that might seem wrong. The game’s
over when you start to doubt yourself and the
insecurity sets in, leading you into that infertile
world of over-mixing, aka mix-hell. But there’s
one sure way to avoid the problem — stop
fiddling and let go. No-one’s going to die.
www.timoliver.co.uk

mixes, but no. A lot of Clash mixes are wayward
but great nonetheless. And while we’re back
there, The Slits’ ‘Cut’ album is a cracker and the
balances, particularly the vocals, are all over the
place but generally very quiet. Even further
back, Booker T & The MGs ‘Green Onions’
doesn’t stand up to mix scrutiny, the lead
guitarist clearly taking the mix engineer by
surprise before grabbing the fader and clumsily
turning him down too much, but does that
matter? Not a jot. And the whole of Jimi
Hendrix’s Are You Experienced album is
arguably not a considered mix at all, but it’s still
a great record oozing with energy and attitude
from the raw performance. It’s a similar story
with ‘There’s A Riot Going On’ by Sly and the
Family Stone. A friend
pointed out Eddie
Cochran’s ‘Something
Else’, an all-round
classic with a mix that
clearly suffered from
being a ‘direct-to
master’ session. Like
much from that
period, including a lot
of Elvis, it wouldn’t pass current quality control
criteria on many levels, not just the mix, which is
obviously nonsense and makes you wonder
what gems produced today we’re missing out
on for that reason.
There are any number of examples of
successful tracks with minor mix issues. Stevie
Nicks’ ‘Rock A Little’ mixed by Jimmy Iovine has
her vocal losing a fight with the hi-hat, and Van
Morrison in the ‘80s certainly liked a dominant
hi-hat. I can’t leave this paragraph without
including the editor of Resolution, Nigel Jopson,
and his mix of the Aztec Camera single
‘Oblivious’ from 1983. It’s a great and very
successful record but clearly he had something
blocking the timbale frequencies in his left ear at
the time! [Ouch! — Ed]

Have courage: keep rude balances

I suppose it’s impossible to identify tracks that
would have been big had the mix not let it
down but I will bring up Portishead’s (difficult)
eponymous second album. The follow-up to
Dummy should have been a monster but was
almost unlistenable for the harsh, almost trill
tone and inaudible vocals. Prior to that all other
examples are successful despite mix issues and
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Crosstalk
Dan Daley

Money changes everything
How Wall Street came to design recording studios

Y

ou may or may not have noticed, but
they’re not building recording
studios like they used to. I don’t
mean that they’re not building them
according to known and agreedupon laws of physics, or code-based
construction methodologies. I mean they’re not
building them for the sorts of reasons studios
have been built for a century now: primarily for
the purposes of recording music.
Instead, we’ve been seeing the biggest
studios come into being from a much wider
variety of sources, including corporate and
personal ones. For instance, energy-drink
maker Red Bull have studios — very nice ones,
too, from the ones I’ve seen — in Los Angeles,
New York, Amsterdam, London, Auckland,
Tokyo, Capetown and Buenos Aires. In other
words, more locations than EMI did at the
height of their musical-colonial era. Another
lifestyle brand, the sneaker-maker Converse,
has had its own facility, (the cringe-worthily
named) Rubber Tracks in Brooklyn for the
better part of a decade now, and while it’s but a

/ Paul Allen’s $200m super yacht, The Octopus

single facility it also partners with local
recording studios in San Francisco, Boston,
Toronto, and Los Angeles, giving it some
additional geographical heft.

Nice house, anyone home?

/ Khuli Chana in the Red Bull Studios Cape Town

/ Converse Rubber Tracks studio, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Then there are the more palatial of the personal
studios. We’ve heard the tales of the studios
owned by the late Microsoft co-founder Paul
Allen, who famously had them on his yachts
(plural) and in various homes, the landlocked
ones still being let out (carefully) to a select
cadre of fairly luminous users. Then there is
Sanctuary Studio in the Bahamas, perhaps the
ne plus ultra of the private studio subsector, at
least for the moment. It’s part of Albany, a $2bn,
600-acre development that locals like to call
“the Monte Carlo of the Caribbean.” It’s not as
though studios hadn’t been seen in exotic
locales in the past; recall Chris Blackwell’s
Compass Point Studios in Nassau, AIR Studios
in Montserrat, and BOP Studios in one of South
Africa’s more affluent hinterlands. But despite
Sanctuary’s own pedigree — it’s run by Alicia
Keys’ studio and production confederate Ann

/ The private Sonastério Studios, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Mincieli, and its DNA it at least somewhat
musical, founded by the owner of a company
that provides in-store entertainment for retail,
restaurants and karaoke systems — it arrives at
a time when the one percent, or perhaps more
precisely the one tenth of the one percent,
seem to have established themselves more
firmly than ever within music’s boundaries.
Sanctuary and a slew of well-capitalised
corporate and personal facilities represent a
paradigm change in studio dynamics.

Photo credits: Sanctuary images: Cheryl Fleming and James Lane

/ Sanctuary Studios, Bahamas

/ Two helicopter pads, two submarines, 19,200
horsepower… 96 channel SSL Axiom MT console
with a 16-channel SSL 9k sidecar
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Money changes everything

Where did this shift come from? As usual,
follow the money. The music business, upon
which the studio subsector is putatively
premised, was a $14.5bn business in the U.S. in
1999, before it went over the digital precipice
with CD ripping and piracy, etc. (I’m using U.S.
numbers because a) it’s the biggest music
market in the world and b) because I’m an
American.) When things bottomed out, in 2012,
it was a $7bn business. Today, it’s a $16bn
business again. But that’s by sales, the quaint
metric we used to use before Amazon/Google/
Facebook came along. Through the modern
prism of hedge-fund equity financing, it’s
valued at closer to $100bn.
Where does that come from? Deutsche Bank
recently valued UMG, the biggest of the three
major labels, at about $33bn; Morgan Stanley
estimated about that, as well, but added that in
the context of future bull-market environment
(you know, like the last eight years), the
company could be worth up to $42bn. If that
sounds familiar, it should: it’s how Uber, Airbnb,
Amazon, Twitter and virtually every other
tech-based entity is measured. It’s a universe
where profit is irrelevant and market
capitalisation is everything — how much equity
is being poured into a company versus how
much of its product is sold. From that
perspective, the business model in which a
recording studio is expected to pay for itself
and leave a bit left over at the end of the year
as profit is simply old-fashioned. If P&L at the
end of a fiscal year is immaterial, you go for
Bentleys, not Beetles.
This all comes up because UMG is looking
sell half of its music business, so Wall Street/
The City got busy valuating it, like the piece
of financial real estate that it is. And you
know how real estate works: your neighbour’s
house gets valued at X, so yours on the same
block must be worth at least that much. On
the block called the Music Industry, that puts
the three major labels nearly into 12-digit
territory. And nice neighbourhoods need nice
studios, right? Even if few people will actually
use them.

The music changed, too

The proliferation of palatial recording studios is
also jarringly out of synch with what’s been
happening to music and music production. The
ascension of hip-hop over the last decade or so
had actually reduced the necessity of the
conventional recording studio — tracking
spaces are barely required, and control rooms
had to get bigger if only to accommodate the
growing number of participants in that genre of
recording — it’s not unusual to see over a dozen
producers credited on a single track now —
rather than the equipment to make the track,
whose footprint has only gotten smaller (and
cheaper) in that time. Studio dimensionality and
design are now as much a function of cultural
imperatives as they are technological
requirements.
Now, put that all into the context of a music

industry that had been experiencing a steady
decline in economic fortunes for most of the
current century. We’re seeing the very high
end expand, even as the bottom base of the
studios pyramid continues to broaden on a
foundation of laptops and calibrated
headphones, while the middle class remains
moribund or worse. Are we reading this in
Resolution, or the real-estate pages of the
Financial Times?
While a recording studio is a marketing
investment to company like Converse,
capitalising, running and promoting one in
a city that has seen more studio casualties

than one cares to count is also disturbing.
Studio rates are lower today than they were 20
years ago, eroded by dwindling label budgets
and affordable recording technology, and the
idea of a self‑liquidating studio business, to use
a retail phrase, is becoming increasingly
endangered. On the other hand, one more
studio on the local scene could also mean
more paying work for local engineers. So as
we have done with Uber and Amazon, Spotify
and Apple, we’ll learn to live within the universe
being constructed by our techno-financial
overlords, who will, if we play our cards right,
let us play in their back yards.
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Antelope Audio Orion 32+ Gen 3
RUSSELL COTTIER enjoys a new generation of audio interface excellence

T

he Orion 32+ Gen 3 is the latest offering
from Antelope Audio. Housed in a sleek
1U rack-mount, the unit offers an
amazing 64 simultaneous audio inputs
and outputs. 32 analogue I/O is on the rear
panel, with the remaining connectivity via
various digital connections. However, that is not
all, the Orion 32+ Gen 3 also sports stereo
monitor outputs on TRS additional to the 32
analogue outs.
This generation of Orion does not offer much
on the exterior to differentiate it from its older
siblings, the front panel is grey anodised
aluminium with an attractive screen print. A red
aluminium power button is for standby mode,
and adjacent to this there are three indicators
for internal Oven (atomic) clock — which seems
to be one of the key factors in the excellent
sound — there are modes for external
Wordclock Lock and Antelope 10M, Antelope’s
10MHz clocking system.
The central trapezoid screen is somewhat
similar to the previous generation with a
four-digit, seven-segment display to indicate
sample rate in an attractive blue-white colour.
The adjacent 1” square OLED offers monitoring
options and menus that can be accessed via the
red Antelope button to the right of the
trapezoid screen. I would have expected a shift
to a complete OLED screen in this generation of
the unit, which could have offered a significantly
better screen experience and metering, but the
functionality of the seven-segment display
works well in a studio and allows instant
clarification of the sample rate.
To the right of the unit there are four preset
controls which allow instant access to particular
configurations that you might want to save in
the control panel software. Perhaps you have a
setting for full band recording, one for vocals
one for mixing — and so on.
The rear of the unit is very much similar to
previous generations of the Orion 32. There is an
IEC C14 power and Wordclock I/O over BNC
along with the 10M input BNC.
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There is SPDIF I/O and as mentioned earlier
the TRS monitor connections. To the right of the
unit are eight DB25 connectors which allow the
32 inputs and 32 outputs to be connected very
neatly. The digital I/O is located centrally, with
Thunderbolt, USB, MADI and four ADAT light
pipe sockets.

FPGA powers hardware effects

Of course, Antelope is famous for implementing
a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) logic
chip to power the hardware AFX effects.
FPGAs can be reprogrammed On-the-fly to run
specific audio processing plug-ins. For those of
you not familiar with FPGA this is not an
emulation of digital logic in a specific
configuration, like you might imagine digital
signal processing to be, this is a reconfiguration
of actual hardware logic making processing
blisteringly fast and allowing for near instant
processing.
Previous iterations of the Antelope Audio
hardware including FPGA processing have
always shipped with unlimited free AFX effects
software. This was one of the major benefits
over their main competitors. However, Antelope
has had a change of tack and decided that this
generation would be released with only six AFX
effects as standard. This is a software choice,
not a hardware limitation, and licenses can be
purchased for upgrading to the full suite as
desired.
Discovery of this initially seemed rather
disappointing, however it’s worth noting that the
unit with the six effect bundle version is
significantly cheaper than previous iterations.
The basic package ships with the Master
De-Esser, Power Ex (expander), Power Gate,
Power FFC (Feed Forward Compressor),
Clear-Q EQ and the soon-to-be-classic
Auraverb. All fantastic utilitarian effects, but it
seems perhaps a counterintuitive choice when
clean utility plug-ins are usually available as
stock in most DAWs with very little CPU
overhead. The benefits of FPGA are more likely

to be in deep convolution processing for reverb,
amp and mic sims as well as algorithmic vintage
hardware modelling.
That said the new AFX2DAW plug-in for the
unit will allow much closer integration with your
session files. AFX chains will be able to be easily
accessed and saved from a simple plug-in
interface, routing is essentially taken care of.
Something that was not so easy to do in
previous iterations of the unit.

Transparent-sounding converter

Though the outside of the unit looks similar to
previous generations the inside has undergone
a radical overhaul. The circuitry has apparently
been improved even further, even though the
previous generation was excellent already. The
converters now have a 129dB dynamic range,
sound transparent and clear, and are in my
opinion arguably competitors for the best on
the market.
With multi-platform support and new
improved Windows Thunderbolt drivers, the
Antelope Orion 32+ Gen 3 offers a host of key
features to a variety of user bases. I still feel MIDI
control of the mixer would be a valuable asset
for the modern console-free studio, and even for
live use. The unit also comes in an HD version
with Digilink-Mini connections, and boasts a
staggering -132dB noise floor on the monitor
outputs, although I would be surprised if your
power amplifier or air conditioning allow you to
hear that!
Overall the Orion 32+ Gen 3 offers
unparalleled connectivity in a simple uniform
I/O layout, without cluttered front mounted
connections. It is definitely a professional option
at $2595 but stands out from the competition in
terms of I/O at this price-point.

VERDICT
PROS

Incredible-sounding conversion.
Extensive and neat I/O connectivity. Low
Latency and hardware mixing allows very
useful routing options.

CONS

AFX2DAW only works via Thunderbolt,
not USB, due to bandwidth limits.

www.antelopeaudio.com
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PSP Twin-L and HertzRider
NIGEL JOPSON tests two new releases from the Polish plug-in developer
PSP TWIN-L

detail (with a surge of make-up gain) rather
than to chop off peaks. The Twin-L is unusual as
a plug-in, as it lends itself to this type of use —
much better — actually, than many so-called
‘modelled’ plug-ins.
A side-chain high-pass filter (10Hz-1kHz)
helps tune the frequency range being limited,
with a handy monitor switch to audition which
frequencies are being filtered. The side-chain
can be switched to an external input, which
proves handy when printing stems from a
group of mixed channels. A dry/wet Blend
control and two ‘setup comparison’ presets (A
and B) help to rapidly tune processing. At $69
this plug-in is very good value, and I actually
prefer the sound to many more expensive
limiter plug-ins.

VERDICT
PROS

P

SP’s new stereo dynamics plug-in is a
dual algorithm (Opto/VCA) ‘classic
limiter’. This is not a brick-wall style
device to keep thoughtlessly-assembled,
out-of-control mixes from busting the stereo
bus, but an old-school emulation which can be
carefully tuned to sculpt individual tracks or
mixes.
The moment I heard the Twin-L in VCA
mode with the Hard knee switch engaged I was
convinced this was a good ’un. Being an ’80s
SSL engineer, I like that VCA sound, and with
the Twin-L it’s very easy to get a bass, electric
guitar or snare to snap. The Ceiling knob —
which sets the limiting ceiling level above which
the compression ratio is ‘infinity’ — can be used
together with Attack, Soft/Hard knee and Input
to tune limiting. When the Soft knee button is
engaged the curve gently ramps from 1:1 up to
infinity below the Ceiling level.
PSP have provided unusually long (for a
limiter) options for Attack and Release times.
Using a slow Attack of around 20-30ms (up to
100ms is available) allows an initial transient
through, which certainly helps to get a more
natural punchy sound on instruments. I found
the Opto mode to be useful on vocals and
instruments like electric pianos. With judicious
adjustment of the Attack and Ceiling controls
it’s possible to really pile on the processing in a
very ‘LA-2A’ manner, which has the effect of
bringing up breath and low-level detail. The
irony of hardware limiting/compression is that
many of us actually used it to bring up low level

CONS

The sound is fantastic. Zero latency
processing. Very quick to set up.
None really, although the A-B preset slot
buttons are a bit small!.

PSP
HERTZRIDER

P

SP have
something
of a track
record in
choosing unusual
effects as the basis
for plug-ins. They
have developed
L’otary — a rotary
speaker emulator,
PSP B-Scanner — an emulation of the analogue
scanner-based effect of vintage Hammond B3
tone-wheel organs, stompFilter — which creates
modulated filter/envelope (auto-wah) and gain
sounds, and the very excellent Nexcellence
spring reverb (reviewed Resolution V16.7).
HertzRider is a stereo frequency shifter;
unlike a pitch shifter (Harmonizer) which
transposes the entire audio content by a musical
interval, a frequency shifter adjusts audio by a
given frequency. There’s a difference! With a
frequency shifter, the ‘A’ of 440Hz may be
shifted by +440Hz to 880Hz (an octave higher)
but when it comes to harmonics the f2 at 880Hz
is shifted to 1320Hz (not an octave up from the
fundamental) and f3 at 1320Hz is shifted to
1760Hz. The shifter just adds or subtracts, which
leads to some interesting mangling of musically
tuned instruments!
As an example, consider a stereo Fender

Rhodes piano. With a sine wave LFO on a rate
of 0.5-2.0, and a Spread (the LFO phase spread
sets a shifting variation between ‘shift engines’)
of around 50, a nice ‘widened’ stereo effect is
created with the Shift engines separated by
+/- 1-2 Hertz on either channel. However,
continue turning the Shift controls up to around
10 and the sound becomes akin to the familiar
‘burble’ of overdone time modulation/vibrato.
With a 200 shift (on the 1kHz range) we’re
entering helium balloon territory, and when we
arrive at a Shift of 500 we’re entering a sound
design zone, turning musical instruments into
sheet metal and so on.
I have the feeling Dirk Maggs, our cover
interviewee from Resolution V17.2, would enjoy
this plug-in. As producer of The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy, I think the HertzRider
would have come in useful designing voices for
aliens such as the Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of
Traal. Tuned percussion instruments like Tablas
can be transformed into wobbling high
frequency bird-calls, or low-frequency
poltergeist shrieks.
Left and Right Shift engines can be linked in
either a positive or negative fashion, the Phase
Reset switch resets the shifts of each channel
and shifting phases. After this operation both
channels are equally un-shifted and remain so if
the LFO is turned on; otherwise they detune
immediately. Manually sweeping Shift controls
on drums or percussion can generate some
amazing aural effects: depending on your
dexterity (or luck), it’s possible to generate
some very strange effects, with psychedelic
headphone listening nulls and so on. The
controls on HertzRider can be automated, but
for dynamic manual control changes I found it
better to actually record the audio to another
track, as the results sometimes play back
(automated) with subtle aural differences.
For any audio pro engaged in sound design,
this plug-in is going to be a must-have addition
to their arsenal, and at $49 won’t break the
bank. For music production, HertzRider adds a
bit of unpredictability — much in the same way
as some Eurorack effects modules — especially
when combined with reverb outputs.

VERDICT
PROS
CONS

An unusual effect not available from any
other plug-in.
Keep your eye on the phase meter if it’s a
vinyl release!

www.pspaudioware.com
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Schoeps Mono Upmix plug-in
JON THORNTON blends spot microphones with this unusual spatial positioner
source to begin with. Sources recorded with a
higher natural ratio of diffuse to direct give the
plug-in a lot more to work with — but what
surprises the most is the way in which it handles
sources that are relatively dry sounding. Even
with these, the plug-in does a great job of
creating convincing spaciousness and
placement. Using it to fit dialogue (both location
and re-recorded) to a scene is fantastic.

Pan more — EQ less

T

he German microphone-maker’s Mono
Upmix plug-in has a stripped back,
almost sparse user interface — but
behind that lies a deceptively simple but
incredibly powerful tool. The basic idea here is
to be able to take any mono source and up-mix
this to stereo. But rather than just re-packaging
the age-old tricks of adding delay and/or phase
shifts to ‘stereoise’, a rather more sophisticated
approach is used.
The plug-in is available through the Plugin
Alliance storefront, which gives easy and flexible
authorisation to either a computer or a USB
stick (no iLok required). Installation is
straightforward, and the plug-in is available in
AAX (Native and Audiosuite), AU and VST3
formats. I tested it using Protools 12 in both
non-HD and HD flavours. There are two versions
of the plug-in which differ chiefly in output
routing. A 1-input 2-output instance runs quite
happily on Pro Tools 12 non-HD and gives a plain
stereo output from a mono source. There’s also
a 1-input 3-output instance for LCR output
— but Pro Tools users will need HD to run this,
and it’s not supported on Logic due to
limitations in that DAW.
The user interface is straightforward enough,
with three basic parameters on offer. A pan
control does exactly what you’d expect, but
when used in conjunction with an Upmix Gain
control, you start to hear (and see, to an extent)
what makes this special. Fundamentally the
plug-in takes your mono source material and
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dynamically extracts the diffuse portion of the
soundfield, which is then moved, de-correlated,
between the left and right channels. Increasing
the Upmix Gain increases the extent to which
this effect occurs — and the overall effect is of
placing a mono source extremely convincingly
in a space.

Add depth to mono recordings

A further ‘Depth’ control allows the source to be
positioned further away from the assumed
listener. Increasing this emphasises extracted
early reflections, and seems to add a natural
sounding HF roll-off to the diffuse sound. If
required, this can be compensated for with an
additional ‘Brilliance’ control which boosts high
frequencies in the extracted diffuse sound.
If this all sounds like so much audio voodoo,
the algorithm sitting behind all of this is one
developed by Swiss company Illusonics — no
strangers to research-informed solutions in all
things immersive. I have to say that straight out
of the box the results are very compelling
indeed. Starting with a handful of relatively
close-miked instrument tracks (guitars, acoustic
bass and shaker), putting each through an
instance of the plug-in did a remarkable job of
sitting them in a space, with absolutely no need
to resort to reverb or EQ. There’s a real sense of
having a whole other dimension added to your
sources, and a sense of ‘realness’ that is hard to
fully describe.
There is, obviously, some dependence on the

Normally I’d be fiddling with a bit of EQ and
some early reflections reverb, and whilst a little
more reverb and/or EQ is required in some
instances, in most cases the plug-in itself is all
that’s needed. Extremely ambient recordings
with high levels of Upmix gain and depth
placement can sound a little bit ‘splashy’ at
times with early reflection levels, but all that’s
needed here is a little dialling back of those
parameters to taste. In this application the LCR
version may be more useful, depending on your
views about the centre channel, and everything
here works equally well. The only change is the
addition of a useful Divergence parameter to set
a balance between phantom and hard centre.
But perhaps where this plug-in shines the
most is in incorporating spot microphones with
a main pair or array in a live recording. I spent a
couple of interesting days last month
experimenting with a variety of immersive
recording workflows with a small jazz ensemble.
Digging up the files from the recordings, the
mono plug-in helped blend the spot
microphones against the main array pickup in a
way that prevented them from ‘monoing’ the
mix — and most importantly just sounded very
natural alongside the main array.
Schoep’s plug-in is one of those that you
might not have seen the need for before you try
it, but you wonder what you did without it once
you have. It might look very underwhelming
— and I’m probably not the first person who
wants to grab that red dot and move it around
rather than using pan and depth controls — but
it’s what it sounds like that matters.

VERDICT
PROS

Very convincing and natural sounding
placement of mono sources in a space;
straightforward user interface; LCR
version useful for post.

CONS

LCR version not supported in Logic; click
and point panning would be nice.

www.schoeps.de/en
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TASCAM DR-40X
NIGEL JOPSON test a portable recorder which doubles as an iOS interface

T

he DR-X series was introduced in
January 2019 as the next generation of
TASCAM’s ‘professional grade’
handheld recorders. All recorders in
the range are powered via normal AA
batteries (three in the case of the DE-40X)
that should juice the recorder for around 16
hours. Recordings are stored on a microSD/
SDXC card (maximum capacity 128Gb). The
two stereo DR-X models have fixed (for the
£115 DR-05X) and swivelling AB/XY built-in
mics (the £145 DR-07X), while the top of the
range £190 DR-40X adds balanced XLR/jack
combo inputs with 48V phantom power, 4
track recording and a wired remote option.
At Resolution magazine we’ve been great
proponents of the new generation of
microphones and recording devices which
connect directly to iPhones. However, use in the
field has slightly dulled our enthusiasm — smart
phones are fiddly — and pre-show messages
such as ‘to unlock this software attach the
device’ are guaranteed to make the operator
yearn for a bit of dedicated hardware. Hence, it
was immediately disappointing to discover the
headphone monitoring and built-in speaker
output from the DR-40X seemed low in level
— too low for QC on a busy street. I later
discovered a ‘hidden’ feature: on the main menu
(top left circular pad quadrant), under IO
Setting, is an item called Level Align which
gives a much needed +6dB or more boost to
the monitoring — invaluable on a noisy set.
The DR-40X is well served by its software,
with a host of options including Playback EQ,
Auto-Tone function (providing an audio cue
tone identifying each recording take), Autorecording start/stop (with thresholds of
-6dB/-12dB (default)/-24dB/-48dB), and a low
cut input filter selectable to 40Hz, 80Hz, 120Hz
or 220Hz.

Four track recording

The four tracks can be deployed either in dual,
4-chan or overdub modes, with three LEDs to
the left of the LCD indicating which mode is
selected, and two buttons below the display
allowing tracks to be soloed or selected in
order to change gain. A dedicated Rec Mode
button to the right under the LCD selects
mono/stereo/dual/4-chan/overdub (there’s
even a little monitor mixer in software!), and
Source is selectable to: L-R signals of built-in
mics mixed and recorded in mono/built-in
stereo/external stereo/external Mid-Side with
an MS decoder for monitoring. The circular
control pad accesses menu items, mixer and
transport controls.
On the left of the device is Line Out, a Hold

Input options

button, Input Level and a selector switch for the
XLR/Jack combi-inputs on the base of the unit.
The mics on the top can be used either in XY
mode, or can be flipped out from behind their
protective metal brackets for an AB setup. A
word of warning: when viewed by an airport
X-ray machine, these metal brackets apparently
make the unit resemble a large Taser! On the
right of the device is the SD card slot, and a
mini-USB connector. The USB can be either
used to power the DR-40X from a 5V power
brick or some-such, or deploys the unit as an
external SD card reader for a computer, or as
an audio interface for a computer. This later
feature is really handy — a 44.1/48kHz interface,
with analogue input gain controls and all the
internal TASCAM features — selectable either
for use with Mac/PC or with an iOS device such
as iPad.

The internal mics are crisp sounding, suitable
for vocal recording, but susceptible to wind
and handling noise. The obvious position for
a recorder of this type in an interview
situation is placed vertically, with internal mics
directed to each speaker. This is unfortunately
not possible, as TASCAM have chosen Neutrik
NCJ6FA-V XLRs, which have a prominent
push-to-release catch, which also tends to get
hooked on fabric. I appreciate the desire to
install a locking connector for use with phantom
powered external mics, but it would have been
far better to have chosen a combi connector
with a recessed or pin-operated release.
Having the external
mic inputs with
phantom power is a
persuasive extra
feature, as it opens up
the possibility of use
with shotgun, lavalier or handheld wired mics.
However, we measured the Equivalent Input
Noise (EIN) of the DR-40X mic pres at a
disappointing -109dBu(A), delivering some
audible hiss, especially at higher gain settings.
The mic pres on its predecessor the DR-40
were also a bit noisy, which seems to indicate
the new version has simply retained the design.
Consequently we can’t really recommend use
with dynamic microphones or low-output
lavaliers. It just goes to show how finely-judged
the economics of hardware manufacturing is at
this end of the market: the Tascam DR100MKIII, at £100 more than the DR-40X, has
relatively clean mic pres with an EIN of -124dBu.
The DR-40X has plenty of clever software
features — such as loop playback and the VSA
function, which can change playback speed in a
range from 50% to 200% of normal, without
changing pitch. Despite its plastic construction,
the TASCAM has a robust feel, and the
provision of a socket by the battery bay for a
stand-mount, the swivelling internal mics, and
external ins which support both P48 mic and
+4dBu line-level make the DR-40X a great
choice for the sound recordist on a budget.

VERDICT
PROS

4 tracks, multiple input choices, MS
decoder, ability to use as a bi-directional
USB interface with iOS.

CONS

Internal mics susceptible to wind and
handling noise, mic preamps a bit noisy.

www.tascam.eu
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Vanguard Audio Labs V4
JON THORNTON enjoys the flavour of a pinot-tinted oblation from Southern California

T

he V4 has an evolutionary
backstory that is possibly the
exact opposite of most. Whilst
I can think of a number of
stereo microphones that have
developed out of the capsules and
electronics of the original mono
versions (AKG’s C24 springs to mind)
— I’m not sure if I can recall an
example of a stereo design giving rise
to a mono version. But that’s exactly
what’s happened here. The V4 is
essentially a single
channel version of
the company’s V44S
stereo microphone,
featuring the same
capsule and near
identical electronics.
It comes as a result of
requests from V44S
users for a more
compact, mono
version of the stereo
microphone, but with
the same overall
tonality.
Losing one capsule
assembly shaves
some 55mm from the
overall length —
making the V4 quite
a compact affair. A
34mm edge terminated dual diaphragm
capsule assembly is clearly visible behind an
open mesh polished nickel head grille, which
contrasts nicely with the signature ‘pinot’ gloss
finish of the microphone body. It’s a nod to
classic styling cues — and that nod continues
with the internals. A discrete FET design with a
transformerless output, a peek inside shows
two very tidy looking circuit boards populated
with high quality components. But whilst things
look fairly ‘classic’ both on the surface and
under the hood, the V4 isn’t aiming to ape the
sound of a particular classic microphone.
Vanguard say that the capsule, power and
signal paths are identical to those in the V44S
— with one exception. Additional room in the
mic body has meant that a high pass filter (120
Hz) and a -10dB pad have been added to the
mix via a three-position toggle switch at the
rear of the microphone. It’s a slightly odd
design though, as it forces you to choose either
the pad or the filter — you can’t have both
simultaneously. Another 3 position toggle
switch at the front of the mic selects polar
pattern.
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Substantial shockmount

The mic itself comes with a
protective wooden box, and ships
with a supplied shockmount — all of
which fits in a compact hard case.
The shockmount is worthy of special
mention in its own right. It’s a
substantial affair that screws into the
thread on the microphone base. An
inner ‘C’ shaped construction sits
suspended by tough looking elastic
rings within a similarly shaped outer
ring — the benefit being
that the front of the
microphone is
completely
unobstructed. And it
feels like it’s hewn
from girders — and I
mean that in a good
way! This is all
the more
compelling
when taking into
account the price
point for the
microphone. At $399
or £460 inc. VAT, it’s
taking aim squarely at
the middle of a fairly
crowded sector, but
there’s no sense from
either the mic itself or
the supplied
accessories that it’s been
built to a price.
It’s actually quite refreshing these days to
review a microphone that doesn’t claim a single
point of reference / inspiration, but it does beg
the question of what to compare it to. I pitched
it against both an AKG C414 XLS and a Warm
Audio WA47-jr — both transformerless,
multi-pattern, large diaphragm designs that sit
either side of the V4’s price point. Initial
impressions on voice (cardioid) pattern is of a
tonality that errs slightly towards brightness,
but with quite a focussed, tight low end that
keeps things sounding solid and crisp rather
than glassy or hard. The 414 in comparison
sounds a little more revealing, especially in the
low mid-range — but this does tend to be more
honest sounding than flattering. The 47-jr sits
between the two in my view — there’s a similar
sense of a rounded low end, but a slightly
harder edge to mid and high frequencies. Off
axis response of all three mics is reasonably
smooth — and the V4 pretty much matches the
414 here in terms of evenness. Switching to

sung male vocals only reinforces those initial
impressions of tonality — it’s very much
dependent on the voice of course, but the V4 is
probably the most flattering, whilst staying
reasonably neutral — particularly when moving
closer to the microphone. The 414 delivers its
signature ‘warts and all’ sound, but sounds a
touch more overblown once you move into
proximity effect.

The V4 earns its keep

I’m of the view that a mic like this needs to earn
its keep — it needs to be as much of a generalpurpose workhorse as it does a decent vocal
microphone choice. So with V4 in hand, I went
scouting around the studio complex to give it a
try on whatever I found happening in sessions.
Which happened to be drums (despite hoping
for something a little more exotic). One thing
that struck me immediately here is just how
good the V4 sounds at different working
distances. Often a mic in this class can sound
very compelling worked close, but a little
underwhelming when put further back in a
space — and that’s not the case here. Close
miked on a floor tom there’s a real sense of
cohesion to the low-mids — helped by
engaging the filter to tidy up the very low end.
But great transient detail too — and enough
rejection in cardioid pattern to ensure not too
much in the way of bleed. Moving the V4 to a
direct overhead position lost a little of the LF
presence, but still maintained a good deal of
focus, impact and HF detail — and even when
moved further away and forward of the kit,
those impressions remain.
And it’s that ability, in my opinion, that makes
any microphone a true workhorse. The V4
certainly has its own character — it’s a different
sound to both comparators — a little softer than
the 47-jr and a little less glassy than the 414. But
it applies that character flexibly and consistently
— and if you like it, it could easily become a bit
of a ‘go-to’ in the mic locker.

VERDICT
PROS

High quality construction and
presentation — especially at this price
point; bright yet warm voicing; works well
close-up and at a distance.

CONS

Pad or filter — not both; not as brutally
honest in delivery as some choices if that
matters.

www.vanguardaudiolabs.com
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Waves CLA MixHub
The ever-exuberant mixer Chris Lord-Alge puts his name to a new concept in
channel strip plug-ins. GEORGE SHILLING fills a few buckets…

S

onics aside, there is something different
about the psychology of mixing on an
analogue board; I love being able to
reach any control on a whim and
randomly tweak the aspect of the mix that
draws your attention. The SSL 4000 E/G desks
were especially good for this, with such easily
identifiable controls like the colourful FisherPrice style EQ knobs, and neatly arranged and
spaced pushbuttons which were clearly up or
down, unlike later ‘soft-switches’ on the J and K
Series consoles. Many of us older engineers
have adapted to mixing in the box, and I like to
think I’m pretty adept at taking a similar
approach to working quickly with plug-ins. But
this latest collaboration between Chris LordAlge and Waves aims to make the in-the-box
experience even more console-like.
Anyone familiar with SSL desks or one of the
many software emulations will instantly feel at
home with this plug-in — especially in Channel
View. Arranged in modular sections are Input/
Filters, EQ, Dynamics, Insert and Output. The
Input section displays the track name, and
oddly uses both Line and Mic gain knobs
simultaneously, enabling you to ‘drive’ the signal
with either while taming things with the other,
for slightly different characteristics. Polarity flip
and -20dB pad are here, along with familiar
Noise (very low level) and Analog buttons.

Black knobs are best!

The EQ modelled is the later generation ‘black
knob’ E Series EQ (first installed at Livingston
Studios in 1985 and the desk I engineered a few
hits on!) This has a tighter Q than earlier ‘brown
knob’ consoles, and is preferable to the earlier
— or indeed later versions.
The Dynamics section is enhanced with the
bonus option to swap the compressor to a
CLA-76 (which turns it blue) for a different
character, and the Gate/Expander includes a

Duck mode with External Side-chain control, or
extra internal EQ strips with extensive routing
options, accessed with a little button at the top.
Another bonus is the Comp Mix knob enabling
instant parallel compression. In the stereo
version, each of these first three modules can
be separately toggled between Stereo, Dual
mono or MS modes, with a button to expand
the view to see both sides of each section
instead of the overview.
The next column allows you to insert any
other Waves plugin into the signal path: a
plug-in within a plug-in. There is a neatly
arranged categorised list in the drop-down
menu. Clicking a little button at the top of this
module changes the display to the particular
plug-in’s interface.
Finally there is the Output section, with VU
and PPM metering, and fader. There are mono
and stereo versions of the plug-in, with the
stereo version providing comprehensive
panning and width controls, and extensive
stereo and MS monitoring options. A mono
input, stereo output version might have been
useful, then you could do even more from
within the plug-in. As things are, there is no pan
control available for mono tracks, and oddly nor
is there anywhere to be found a Mute or Solo
button in either version. Above the VU meters
(which can display Input, Output or Gain
Reduction) is the Assign To Bucket menu. Each
of the eight Buckets has eight slots, so you can
control up to 64 channels from the single
plug-in.

Bring on the Buckets

In Bucket view you see onscreen up to eight
channels, but only one section at a time: Input,
EQ, Dynamics or Output. Understandably,
there is no way of accessing another channel’s
Insert plug-in. Oddly though, there is no pan
knob in Bucket Output view, just a duplication

of the Line knob where you might expect it to
be, above the fader. But with the channel name
always displayed at the top, this can be a pretty
fast way to shape your mix. Buckets can be
named, and these are quickly accessed with a
row of buttons along the top. In Bucket view
you can see and control any of 64 channels,
but switching back to Channel View will only
show you the channel of the particular
instantiation you have open, so you’ll need to
click back onto other channels’ plug-ins in the
DAW to see this view for other tracks. Rearranging channels within Buckets is as simple
as click-dragging.
Some have claimed similarities with the
Softube Console 1 approach here, albeit without
hardware. But in CLA MixHub you can see eight
channels simultaneously, and this is what really
sets this plug-in apart. Arguably, using a mouse
to operate onscreen knobs isn’t perhaps as
efficient or intuitive as moving nodes on an EQ
graph, such as with FabFilter Pro-Q3 or many
others. But the ability to see multiple channels
quickly is a definite bonus. For old (or young)
engineers like me who miss their desks and
want everything to feel a bit more reassuringly
“proper”, this is an ideal solution, even if
perhaps for nostalgic rather than practical
reasons. And the Waves CLA MixHub sounds as
proper as it looks.

VERDICT
PROS

Sounds just like an SSL and feels more
like using one than any other emulation.

CONS

No Mute, Solo or Pan, no mono-in
stereo-out version.

www.waves.com
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Headphone Benchtest

Headphone Benchtest
NIGEL JOPSON conducts a group test of eight headphones

/ Audio Precision AECM206 Headphone Test Fixture

T

his is our second headphone group test,
and we’ve put into practice some of
what we learnt from the first test we
staged in Resolution V15.8. We’ve
focused on the type of headphone which might
be chosen by production pros as a reference
when mixing, and this time we’ve also included
open back headphones in the test. We took a
straw poll of several audio pros, and found that
most were willing to commit at least £300 to a
‘benchmark headphone’ purchase. Accordingly
we tested a group of cans in the £200-£1,600
range.
Headphone measurements are taken at what
is known as the Drum Reference Point (DRP), a
point representing the human eardrum. In other
words, for a headphone to sound like a
loudspeaker with a flat frequency response to
the human brain, it must produce a frequency
26 / April 2019

/ APx analyser & APx1701 Transducer Interface

response curve like Figure 1b. This frequency
response curve is a correction curve, or transfer
function, that represents the effects of the
torso, head, pinna and ear canal.

For our 2016 test, we used ‘Kemar’ a very
expensive Head And Torso Simulator (H.A.T.S.)
manufactured by Danish company G.R.A.S.
Sound & Vibration. Basically a dummy head and
torso with a couple of measurement mics
installed where the ear drums should be. The
torso is necessary for many statutory tests
manufacturers of headsets are required to
perform. Anatomically flesh-correct though
Kemar was, I found it quite difficult to ensure a
tight fit for all headphones on his crash-dummy
head. With open-backed headphones, there’s
also the issue of picking up low-end rumble or
squeaks within the testing room — a H.A.T.S.
would probably be in some sort of anechoic
environment in a lab.
Audio Precision to the rescue! AP very kindly
loaned Resolution an AECM206 Headphone
Test Fixture, introduced in June 2017 ($11,232), a
more compact — but incredibly heavy — fixture
mounted on a resilient base to isolate ambient
noise. Equally capable in both R&D and
production test applications, it is well-suited for
testing circum-aural, supra-aural and intraconcha headphones and earbuds. The
AECM206’s high level of acoustic isolation also
enables the measurement of noise-reduction
performance of ANC (Active Noise Cancelling)
headphones, as well as the evaluation of
hearing protection ear muffs. Importantly, the
compact size allowed me to place the
AECM206 in an iso-box while performing
frequency sweeps and sine wave tests. I also
found the design made it easy to ensure a tight

/ AIR mastering engineer Cicely Balston checks out the Focal Clear Pro

fit for the headphones on the fixture —
practically every time, in fact — which is
essential to measure bass reproduction
accurately.
AP also kindly provided an APx Series
analyser and APx1701 Transducer Test Interface,
which connect seamlessly with the Headphone
Test Fixture. We’ve chosen to print just one of
the graphs we made, the smoothed level
(frequency response) and distortion chart. I’m
aware that steady-state sine wave THD is not
often included in measurements, the thinking
being that they do not represent ‘music’. Audio
pros who work with EDM or hip-hop might have

a different opinion. The default EXS24 sampler
sound is a bit of a bass legend in the d&b and
techno world …and it’s a sine wave. So that’s
why we include them, at four different
frequencies. For many more numbers and
graphs for each headphone, relating to
impedance, phase, and left-right tracking,
please follow the web link to access our Audio
Precision 20-page print-out for each
headphone.
Over the last 20 years of studio monitor
construction, it’s fair to say that objective
measurement has come to play a greater role,
designs have refined considerably, and

/ Producer Dave Eringa gave our headphones his full attention

/ Matt Wiggins listens on the Sennheiser HD800

differences between loudspeaker makes have
become more subtle. When I first started my
career as an engineer in the ‘80s, there was still
a huge amount of loudspeaker ‘pseudo science’
— weird and wonderful constructions — an
evolution somewhat similar to vehicle
aerodynamic evolution over the same period.
However, swap a dozen headphones on your
dome and there’s nothing subtle about the
differences! Transducer construction is evolving
quite rapidly, and there’s no shortage of
difference of opinion amongst designers on
what constitutes an ‘ideal’ headphone.
Travel in any densely populated urban area,
and it also becomes apparent that the listening
public is quite prepared to pay a reasonable
amount of money for over-ear headphones.
Cans once considered ‘studio designs’ are
beginning to look like poor cousins. As more
audio is produced for immersive formats, 360
video, and virtual immersive mixing (Waves
Virtual Mix Room/NX Resolution V16.8)
becomes possible, we are going to have to buy
better over-ear benchmarks!
Apart from our technical measurements, we
asked a group of production pros to give us
their opinions on each of the headphones. Many
thanks to mastering engineer Cicely Balston
and recording engineer Fiona Cruickshank
(C+F) of AIR studios, who took our headphone
group for a week and gave us a ‘joint opinion’.
Thanks to Manic Street Preachers and Roger
Daltrey producer Dave Eringa (DE), who
carefully checked our headphones on a
selection of his mixes; and thanks also to our
cover interviewee this month Matt Wiggins
(MW), who took time out from his own mix to
have a listen to the cans.
For full in-depth test reports, click here.
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AKG

Audio-Technica

Type: Over ear, open back
Price: £199
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 208mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.088%
THD at 250Hz = 0.135%
THD at 1kHz = 0.196%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.015%
THD at 5kHz = 0.026%

Type: AT’s first pair of
professional open-back
headphones
Price: £260
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 276.2mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.527%
THD at 250Hz = 0.907%
THD at 1kHz = 0.062%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.009%
THD at 5kHz = 0.004%

K712

ATH-R70X

Comments

C+F: “Lots of top end, a bit tiring/
sibilant — missing out some lower
mids perhaps? Quite ‘round’ in
the bass, but not very clear.”
DE: “The top end feels fairly clear,
but the low end is
underwhelming. I feel I would mix
the bass too loud if I were
working on these. I could listen to
them for a while, although I’d
probably de-ess every vocal.”
MW: “Quite bright, although not
as much as the Sennheiser
HD800.”

Comments

C+F: “Sound good, great representation in all frequencies with nothing
forced. Slightly odd headband (Cicely says) but overall a decent sound,
would work as a reference for mastering.”
DE: “These feel like a lesser (budget) version of the Focal Clear Pros. Good
for the money, definitely. The
bottom end is good, but the top
end felt a tiny bit closed in. I don’t
know how comfortable I’d be
using them as a reference, but —
voicing wise — they are not far off.
I felt like I could trust the low end.”
MW: “They sound quite hi-fi,
quite ‘separated’, quite close to
what I expect from my Grado
headphones. Speed of attack of
transients is good.”

Audeze

Avantone

LCD-X
Type: Over ear, open back
Price: £1,699
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 81.65mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.130%
THD at 250Hz = 0.030%
THD at 1kHz = 0.018%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.007%
THD at 5kHz = 0.009%

Comments

C+F: “Sound pretty lovely, very
clear and representative, but also
way too big, and uncomfortable
after any length of time.”
NJ: “There’s a reason these
headphones have won so many
awards — the detailed sound!
Planar Magnetic drivers have two
sets of magnets, with the
diaphragm etched onto a thin
film in between them, with one
magnet pushing as the other
pulls. As the magnetic field is
distributed across the entire
diaphragm, it can move faster,
reproducing transient waveforms
more accurately and reducing
distortion.”
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MP1 Mix Phones
7/30/2018 6:58 PM
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Type: Circumaural over ear,
closed-back
A 3-way Vari-Voice switch
toggles between ‘neutral-voiced
stereo, mono, and a Mix mode
with a special contour that
emphasises midrange to
replicate the sound of Mixcubes’.
Price: £165
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 65.88mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 3.321%
THD at 250Hz = 0.134%
THD at 1kHz = 0.017%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.030%
THD at 5kHz = 0.059%

Comments

C+F: “Way too big, boxy
sounding, overly resonant bass
but not a true picture of what’s
going on in the bass end.”
DE: “The ‘Mixcubes’ switch makes
a pretty big change, confusingly
weird! I think they’re a bit
‘mid-proud’ but, bearing in mind
the price… The bottom end felt
like it could get to a point where I
could trust it a bit.”

/ Headphone Benchtest

Beyerdynamic

Focal

Type: Closed over-ear
headphones
Price: £350
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 172.3mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.090%
THD at 250Hz = 0.309%
THD at 1kHz = 0.116%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.075%
THD at 5kHz = 0.040%

Type: Circumaural open
headphones
Price: £1,233
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 160.2mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.276%
THD at 250Hz = 0.083%
THD at 1kHz = 0.055%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.007%
THD at 5kHz = 0.005%

Comments

Comments

Beyerdynamic

Sennheiser

Type: Circumaural open
headphones
Price: £399
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 215mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.267%
THD at 250Hz = 0.168%
THD at 1kHz = 0.070%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.075%
THD at 5kHz = 0.034%

Type: Over ear, open back
headphones
Price: £1,399
Drive level at 500Hz for
94dBSPL = 257.2mVrms
THD at 100Hz = 0.298%
THD at 250Hz = 0.078%
THD at 1kHz = 0.025%
THD at 2.5kHz = 0.005%
THD at 5kHz = 0.036%

Comments

Comments

DT 1770 Pro

C+F: “A bit lacklustre, particularly
at the top end. Feeling somehow
obscured.”
DE: “I prefer these to the more
expensive Beyerdynamic 1990
Pros, the bottom end feels better
but the top I still don’t like… fizzy.”
NJ: “Not enough transient detail
for my ears. The fit is excellent,
though. Comfy to wear, the cans
sit perfectly on the head and
these could be robust tracking
headphones.”

DT 1990 Pro

C+F: “Not missing anything
specific — could definitely edit/
de-noise on them effectively, but
still a bit lacking in overall
energy.”
DE: “Just a bit too fizzy for me,
with some aggressive high mids.
The bass is OK, but because of
the midrange it feels a bit light.”
MW: “The separation isn’t quite
as good as my Grado
headphones, but I could certainly
listen to them.”

Clear Pro

C+F: “Our winners — lovely sound — enjoyable to listen to but also could
definitely imagine working (as a reference) on them. Big but comfortable
— with space for earrings and all!”
DE: “They feel perhaps a little unexciting, but trustworthy. They feel like
‘monitor’ headphones, quite reference-worthy. They sort of sound like my
Dynaudio monitors. They weren’t
as ‘fun’ as I hoped they’d be, but
for professional use that’s a good
thing. I could definitely work on
them, the snare is as I mixed it,
they’re real monitoring
headphones.”
NJ: “The fact that both my
industry-veteran ears and
Cicely’s young ears found the
high end just right is an
endorsement of the design.”

HD800

C/F: “A nice upgrade from the
HD600s — much clearer and less
veiled, but pretty bright overall
and I think they’d get tiring quite
quickly, also they sound a bit
phasey sometimes, which is odd.”
DE: “They are quite hyped-up,
really bright, and the low end is
just not satisfying. If you were
going to call them ‘hi-fi listening
headphones’ you’d want some
really low bass. I prefer my
Sennheiser HD650s for studio
use.”
MW: “They’re quite open.
Certainly a lot of brilliance at the
high end.”
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The
Interview

The most important thing is
to try and capture everything,
because if you miss that first
take then it doesn’t matter
how good the track sounds…

Matt Wiggins
JON MUSGRAVE meets the MPG Recording Engineer Of The Year

I

n a music world rather dominated by
computer-based production and short-lived
social media driven success, engineer and
mixer Matt Wiggins has managed to follow a
more traditional path.
Starting out as an assistant at London’s
Miloco Studios, he got to work on projects with
top producers such as Ben Hillier and Paul
Epworth, with many sessions at Miloco’s The
Pool facility also introducing him to a plethora
of classic analogue equipment. This sparked an
ongoing fascination with the wonders of
analogue processing, how to use analogue to
best effect in a digital world, and also cemented
an appreciation of the artistic value of great
music production. Matt progressed from
assistant to engineer in 2011, and has since
earned a truly enviable credit list, working on
Adele’s Grammy winning ‘Skyfall’ song as well
as projects for U2, The Stone Roses, Rihanna,
Usher and Lorde.
In 2017 his work on Adele’s 25 album earned
him a Grammy. Matt is now carving out a career
as a mixer, and projects include London
Grammar, James Bay and The Horrors. We join
the newly crowned MPG Engineer Of The Year at
his Strongroom base to talk projects, producers,
equipment, studios and of course awards.
Congratulations on the MPG award…
Thank you very much! It means a lot. We’re all
hidden away in our rooms, and it’s a great event
to catch up and see faces we’ve not seen in a
long time.
You followed the traditional route into
engineering starting as an assistant. How did
things progress from there?
I got my work experience working at Miloco
Studios and was then taken on as an assistant. I
was learning all the rooms there, but was based
at The Pool in Bermondsey, and I did sessions
assisting Ben Hillier and then Paul Epworth. After
a few records assisting with Paul, his engineer

/ Matt’s personal production room at Strongroom

progressed and I stepped up to fill his shoes and
that led to many fantastic projects working
around the world. Amazing musicians, producers,
programmers, assistants, other engineers — the
lot! Then Paul purchased The Church studio in
Crouch End from David Gray. So I was involved in
setting up that, and working there was fantastic.
I’d mix projects that we were working on, then go
back and do a bit of engineering. Then eventually
it transitioned to all mixing.
Can you remember the first engineering
session you did with Paul?
It was just after ‘Rolling In The Deep’. I think one
of the first things we did was John Legend for
the Tarantino movie Django Unchained, a track
called ‘Who Did That To You?’ We did a lot of
the recording in his studio Beethoven Street,
which was a fantastic room with an E Series
SSL and a big live space. So that was in at the
‘deep’ end I guess!

And that quickly gave you insight into high
profile projects?
Yes. I’d been lucky to see the way Paul worked
on the first Florence and The Machine record,
and with Friendly Fires, Jack Penate and that
sort of level as an assistant at The Pool. So,
although I was still building up my engineering
skills at that point and still doing smaller
engineering gigs, I felt that at least I had a bit of
insight into how he worked and the workflow.
Then it was just a case of getting as good as
possible on the recording side.
Is there one specific thing you’ve taken from
that experience?
Listening to what’s going on in the room. As an
assistant and engineer you need to be ahead of
the game. As an assistant you’ve got to set up
stuff and as an engineer you’re either nodding
to the assistant (to set up stuff) or getting the
tracks ready. So: being prepared.
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while they were monitoring the input, so we
were hearing off tape which was fantastic and
sounded so good. There’s times to use tape and
there’s times to maybe not, but if possible —
and the situation’s right — I would. I always try
and do at least the drums to tape.
You now have your own studio at
Strongroom. Did you have an idea of which
equipment you wanted when setting that up?
Somehow I’d already accumulated a scary
amount of it! You pick things up over the years I
guess, one bit at a time. I try to acquire
equipment that studios don’t have such as the
WEM stuff, Kush compressors. The Overstayer
Modular Channel is a preamp into an MS20 filter
into an EQ into a compressor and then
distortion. So something that would have taken
five inserts is just there.

/ Adjusting the controls on the Clouds Texture Synthesizer

Any producers who have left a lasting
impression?
Ben Hillier. Quite a different approach to Paul
and a different background. I was also lucky to
work at Assault and Battery with Alan Moulder
and that was completely different again.
Having worked on global hits such as Adele’s
Skyfall how do you switch mindset to work
with alternative artists?
What I really enjoy when working on different
projects is being able to apply things from one
to the other. You might make a mistake in one
and think “that would work perfectly for that
tune I’m working on with The Horrors” …and
vice versa. So it’s being open to trying ideas,
and not being narrow minded or that you have
to fall into a set of rules, or even your own set of
rules because of the genre or the artist. You’ve
got to try and experiment — which I think is
really important.
Working with Fat White Family and Holy Fuck,
for example, must be different to creating a
soundtrack song for a Hollywood movie?
Yes, but you’re always trying to enhance or
capture what they’re trying to do. Whether it’s
just a programmed beat that you’re going to go
to a massive studio to record immaculately. Or
if it’s someone’s distorted crunchy delay pedal,
the whole song going through it, and you’ve got
to get a little bit of clarity, but where it would be
the wrong idea to make it super clear and shiny.
You’ve got to try and maintain the overall vision
of the artist you’re working on.
You’ve recently mixed another album for US
dance punk band !!! When a band comes back
to you, do you start afresh mentally or try and
pick up where you left off, referencing the
previous project.
It’s entirely down to the artist. They’re going to
have a sound, whether they’re trying or not, but
they’re probably going to work with different
producers or use different instruments. Nick
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from chkchkchk !!! is keen on picking up as
many synths as possible, and when everyone
was using big old Junos and ‘80s stuff, he was
trying to find the harder 90s synths like
Waldorfs and progress things in that way, using
different sound sources. But for me every
project starts with going through, with the artist
ideally, a palette of sounds they had when they
were creating it and ideas or bands and a
direction they wanted to take it in.

When it comes to mixing how do you
combine software and hardware?
I have a system where I can compare my EMT
(A400) desk and ‘in-the-box’ and see which
sounds better. Most of the time it’s the EMT, but
it sometimes surprises you. The EMT spreads
the high mids and tops, but it depends how
hard you hit it as it can compress it nicely in low
end as well. If you squash it too much you lose
punch, but as with most things there’s a nice
sweet spot. My other outboard I connect using
Pro Tools’ hardware inserts.

What about recording itself. Do you get
heavily involved in tweaking sounds at source,
or aim to capture a band and the vibe?
If there’s time I like to try and get as much of
the sound as close as it can be or at least to a
decent state. I also like to be ready for every
scenario, have some spare room mics that
could be acoustic guitar mics so things are
ready to go. The job is to get the best sound
possible but the most important thing is to try
and capture everything, because if you miss
that first take then it doesn’t matter how good
the track sounds. For me capturing everything
would top the quality, but I guess the plan is
you do everything really fast and really well.

You also have a Eurorack?
The modular system is great. It’s kind of an
instrument for engineers… you wind it up, patch
it in and let it go! It self-generates basically.
Great if you’ve got that more technical brain. In
a mix, I use the Mutable Instruments Clouds
Texture Synthesizer for creating texture and
dense reverbs that can sit under the track.
Clouds performs ‘realtime granularization’ of
incoming audio signals; Grains of adjustable
size, pitch and envelope, are extracted at time
offsets from the input signal. Grains are seeded
randomly, periodically, or whenever the module
receives a trigger. It can be clocked to the
session, or I often send elements of the drum
track to its trigger input and have that affect
different parameters.
Other favourites include running bass
through distortion such as WMD’s Geiger
Counter and also using filters to shape synths or
give them movement. The Intellijel
Korgasmatron (a dual voltage controlled filter)
is very versatile as it can be used in stereo and
has lots of drive options. Modular can be a bit
unpredictable but that — along with its
flexibility — is what’s great about it. But it’s
dangerous to the wallet because each module
is the price of a guitar pedal!

Do you ever record to tape?
Yeah, I was in Eastbourne last week recording
to a 16-track MCI machine. Sounded amazing
and was on BASF 900 as well, which I haven’t
used before. We had a system where we could
monitor the repro head in the control room

Is there anything on your shopping list that
you’d like to add?
I want to try more of the Overstayer gear, and
there’s lots of Chandler stuff that looks great.
Plug in wise I’m pretty good. I’ve got lots of the
UAD stuff and that tends to work great.

There’s an open plan set up at the Church
studios. Do you enjoy recording bands that
way?
I do. That was how The Pool was when I worked
there. Later on you could decide if you had it
traditionally or like that, but when I did the
sessions with Ben and Paul it was always in one
room. It’s got lots of advantages. The
communication is great, there’s no physical or
mental divide between the producer and the
artist and it’s just so much more open.

/ Interview

Do you have a specific procedure for mixing
or does it depend on the project?
I run through and do the boring work first. So…
if it needs to be aligned or tuned. Get all of that
stuff out of the way. Then like a lot of people
the early stages are broad brush strokes, try
and see what ideas come out without going
into the nitty gritty. And then as the mix goes
on, the speakers get smaller and the volume
goes down and you go in with a microscope.
With mixes do you find artists want you to
stick closely to the rough, or do they give you
the freedom to get creative?
It entirely depends. I always get a reference
mix, even just to check I’ve got the right files in
the session, and then it’s a conversation with
them. A lot of the time people will be looking
for a polished monitor mix. A lot of production
these days is spending time working on that
balance so it seems a bit backwards to go
completely in the opposite direction.
Sometimes people say: “do your own thing, see
what you think”. But it’s always good to get
some ideas, as you could go anywhere. You
need at least a decade [in musical style] to aim
for, or a collection of artists!
Do you find most mixes you do are done
remotely or do artists and producers attend?
A lot of the time it’s ‘attend at the end’ just to
go over the little details, which works for me,
but I’m happy to have someone in the whole
time. A lot of people are on tour, in a different
country or just don’t have the time, but I do find
that the last little bit is easier in person. I did a
bit of live streaming to the States recently and
that worked quite well, so maybe that’s
something I’ll look into.
You’ve gained a few production credits. Is
production still in your sights?
Yeah, definitely. It’s something that for me is
absolutely fascinating, having been lucky

without messing with it, then that’s production.
Or sometimes you don’t really need to change
much, you just have to create the right
atmosphere in the room, and that’s production.
There are so many different sides to it. I feel that
focusing on engineering or mixing at the minute
and increasing my knowledge of that area will
benefit massively.

Creative hubs
(multi-room
studios) are so
important for the
industry because
it’s where people
come together…
and it all crosspollinates
enough to observe all these producers over the
years and the way everyone approaches it
differently. It’s all so intertwined. If you can get
something sounding really great by a band

You work mostly with bands. Is that down to
personal taste?
I’m lucky enough to work on projects that I
really like, and I’d only ever take on projects
where I think I can add something or that I have
an understanding of. Otherwise you’re probably
not the right person for the job. But you can
take what you’ve learnt from one thing and
apply it to so many other genres, so it’s not
genre specific. You find your path, tastes
change, you meet new bands, meet new artists,
you develop with them. I’d never be closed to
working with anything unless I thought I
couldn’t add.
Strongroom has recently been under threat
from property developers. How does that
make you feel?
It’s devastating. You’ve got to hope that the
planning people in charge of these areas
understand how important it is to have these
central points for creativity and art, and it’s not
just pushed to outskirts of cities and towns.
Creative hubs are so important for the industry
because it’s where people come together… and
it all cross-pollinates.
Can you tell us about current projects?
New records from Holy Fuck and !!! chkchkchk
are out soon and I’ve just done some work with
Art School Girlfriend. There’s also a Halos
record coming out — and Jesse Mac Cormack
— a record I did here a year ago that I’m really
proud of. Also, just recorded a track by a band
called Low Island, I’m mixing that today.

FOR RADIO

An expandable radio system from Calrec.
The building blocks for your station.
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Craft

Phil Joly
RUSSELL COTTIER talks to the Grammy-winning
Electric Lady man

P

hil Joly has recently broken out as a
producer/mixer, but he has a wealth of
experience and more major label artist
credits than you could shake a stick at.
The Strokes, Lana Del Rey, Daft Punk, John
Legend and The Rolling Stones to name a few.
With nine years under his belt at the worldfamous Electric Lady Studios, working his way
up to Chief Engineer, Joly certainly has the
chops and a fresh take on how larger studios fit
into the modern workflow.
In 2017, Phil won both a Latin Grammy and a
Grammy for recording Residente’s self-titled
album in the Best Urban Album category and in
the Best Latin Rock, Alternative or Urban
Album respectively. Most recently, Joly has
been engineering with August Greene (a
‘supergroup’ composed of rapper Common,
jazz pianist Robert Glasper and drummer
Karriem Riggins). He also mixed Gabriel
Garzón-Montano Golden Wings, mixed five
songs on Coyle Girelli’s Love Kills; recorded Paul
McCartney for the Charlotte Gainsbourg album
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Rest; recorded Florence Welch for Florence and
The Machine’s ‘Wish That You Were Here’ song
for the Tim Burton film Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children and recorded The Kills’ Ash
& Ice release. Resolution Magazine caught up
with Joly in amongst the hustle and bustle of
SXSW Austen, Texas to talk studios, mics and
management.

/ ‘If I sit under this Chic album cover, one day I’ll get to record Nile Rogers…’

I worked for Electric Lady for nine years
total, I was chief engineer for five. Studio
manager Lee Foster decided to give me that
title, which was an incredible honour because
that position hadn’t been held for nearly a
decade. It then became a journey of ‘what does
it mean to be Chief Engineer at Electric lady?’
After five years, I knew that I wanted to be
mixing and producing more and that it was
time for me to find the right teammate as a
manager, begin to travel and get my name out
there. To continue moving forward and evolving
so I could become a little bit more creative in
my role.

You had built up a good credits list by this
point though hadn’t you?
Yes, Lana Del Rey — I had recorded all Nile
Rogers’ guitar parts for the Daft Punk record
— Paul McCartney, Stevie Nicks for a Lana Del
Rey project and Common, who I have been
working with more recently as well. A lot of my
heroes!
There’s a limit to the length of time you can
spend, doing 20-hour days as an engineer, of
course…
Yes, and as chief engineer I would be on call
24/7. It came to a point where I needed find a
manager who could run the business so that I

Welcome to
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/ If you work at a studio built by Jimi Hendrix…

What was your first studio experience?
My uncle Pete is a musician, when I was about
eight years old he brought me into his friend’s
studio to record a duet that he and I had been
working on. I was playing clarinet, he was
playing guitar. At the end of the session they
handed us a cassette. To have recorded
something a half hour earlier and to be listening
back in a car, the way I would listen to the radio,
that totally blew my mind!
I focused on guitar, but when it came time to
apply to college I had this realisation that
maybe what I am really passionate about is
recording. I applied to SUNY Purchase College.
They have a great studio production
programme, Regina Spector and Mitski both
graduated from there.
What was the first studio you worked at?
I worked in a very small hip hop studio in
Whitestone, Queens for about two weeks,
before quickly realising that this was not going
to get me where I needed to be. So I quit and
that is about the time I applied to Electric Lady
Studios.
Electric Lady Studios is so well-known, how
did you make that happen?
I overheard a couple of my fellow students
talking in class that they had been working
there over the summer. I asked how to get an
interview, they had been interning with Joe
D’Ambrosio, a producer manager, who had
made the connection.
Who was working at the studio at the time?
There were a couple of resident mix engineers,
in Studio C we had Rich Costey, then about a
month after I started Michael Brauer joined the
building in Studio B. Studio A was a revolving
door for recording sessions, some amazing
names were coming through the studios.
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Do you do many old school tape and large
format console sessions?
When I started at Electric Lady, I was hungry to
get my tape chops up. If I was in the room with
Eddie Kramer I needed to be on-point with
tape, so even when I was leaving college I was
asking: how do I get my hands on a real tape
machine in a real studio? At the time I joined,
the transition to Pro Tools had already been
made. But there would be rock sessions where
they would track to tape and then transfer to
digital.
Actually I did have the opportunity of
assisting Eddie Kramer on some live Jimi
Hendrix mixes for Freedom: Atlanta Pop
Festival. A year or two after that, I recorded
Patti Smith who came back to Electric Lady to
give a 40 year anniversary performance of
Horses. We recorded straight to 24-track
analogue with a live audience. If I’m not
recording to tape I’ll often record through a
tape machine. You get the transformers, you
get part of that sound just by running through
the electronics.
Through the sync head?
Yeah! In other situations, say I’m mixing from
my place for example, I have a Space Echo and
a Tascam 388 so I have ways to get to tape and
back if that is important for a project.

/ Joly working at the Neve console in Electric Lady Studios

could focus on the creative. After a few
interviews, I met Joe D’Ambrosio, and felt that
this was going to work. Effectively I was able to
comfortably move into my role as a producer,
mixer, engineer on Joe’s roster. It felt like the

right move, after recording such incredible
artists, looking at Joe’s team it seemed like
where I should be as a young producer… with
other producers who had come up through a
similar large studio background.

Forever young!
prolight+sound • 8.0 H61

You worked With the Kills for instance and
The Strokes, what approach did you take with
them?
It’s interesting you ask about those bands
because we did use 24 track for both of them.
For the Kills, John O’Mahony was the producer,
he had us lock the tape to Pro Tools via the
Lynx units. We were recording on both
simultaneously, direct into Pro Tools and live off
the repro head.
I would have to punch in with my left and
right hands, on Pro Tools and on tape so it was
kind of a trip. It was an awesome way to
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capture the Kills’ stuff because Jamie [Hince] is
absolutely the loudest guitar player I have ever
heard, he plays on 11 through old Selmer amps.
With the Strokes we were also recording to
tape and dumping to Pro Tools.
How do you handle the iconic acoustic of a
studio like Electric Lady?
I really got into the history of the building, I did
a lot of research to find these albums that were
not directly credited. Electric lady Studio A has
a dark wooden floor, you’re so far underground
that you’re almost in a psychedelic cave or
‘living room’ vibe. In a very literal way, I think
you can hear the stone walls, the concrete of
the walls, and the John Storyk design on the
ceiling.
How did you get to work with Nile Rogers on
the Daft Punk album?
This is one of these classic stories. I’d been
assisting Julian Casablancas for his vocals on
the record. At night when the vocal engineer
would leave, I would take over engineering.
So for that session Nile came in after Julian
was done. As an assistant at a big studio I
prepared the session because I’d not heard
from the engineer, I didn’t want to rock the boat
and ask who is engineering. I put up an SM57, a
Beyerdynamic 160 and a U87 on the Fender
Deluxe that Nile brought in. I just wanted the
engineer to have an option so I had them all on
their own channels… then I ended up recording
Nile Rogers for Daft Punk that day!

incredible kind of lucky move she decided to use
my mix of ‘Guns And Roses’. On Ultraviolence a
lot of the vocal was a handheld mic.
An engineering decision like that is more
about the artist’s comfort level than anything
else. Of course nowadays when I’m producing I
will perhaps find something alternative, to
explore a character further. I just produced a
rock album out in California for Green River
Blues. The singer wanted that feel so I ended up
buying a D19 for handheld vocals.

You also worked with Lana Del Rey?
I’ve worked on three records,
Ultraviolence was by far the
most work I did on her
records. We did use the tape
machine a bit for that. Luckily
enough, she had me mix a
track with her in the room
where she basically oversaw the mix. In an

How do you select projects as a freelance?
I’m doing a lot more mixing and producing
recently. I got to go out to Hawaii at the top of
last year with an independent artist out of LA
called Suzy & The Lifeguard. I was producer
and co-songwriter, we worked eight days and
tracked six songs. There are also jobs that come
through the management connection, but the
bands that come in this way will still only work

with you if they like you! I’ve recently been
mixing for Tank and the Bangas, Gabriel
Garzón-Montano, Foreign Air and Coyle Girelli.
I think the future for me includes more
location recordings. There will always be a need
for the large format console and commercial
studio, but if the band wants to record
something in a more obscure location, the ideal
producer today is mobile. I can bring my own
rig. Even if you’re off campus after the session
with an idea you can pull up the gear and track
that. I think that’s a mindset that young people
have. I think my selling point is the ability to be
very efficient with budgets and never
compromise.
I just do my best to be honest with people. I
go out to shows as often as I can. When I like
the show I make a point of meeting the band
and letting them know. I have missed out on live
music a bit over the past 10 years, so I’m having
a blast going to see shows now.
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There is so much
you can do with
story telling,
narrative, sound
design and music

Rob Speight
For the love of Pod — NIGEL JOPSON investigates the rise
of professional podcasting

I

n the ‘90s it was known as ‘audio-blogging’, in
the early 2000s the term podcasting was
coined and the bandwagon was officially
jumped upon. When Apple added podcasts
to iTunes in June 2005 the horses were
metaphorically tied to the wagon, and the
journey towards a cornucopia of content began.
There were initially quite a few low quality
productions, both from a content and technical
audio perspective. However, over the last five
years, podcasting has become a vital and viable
way to distribute unique, high quality content,
and has been earmarked by Spotify and other
digital platforms as an important future revenue
stream [see business column, page 15]. We sat
down and talked with Rob Speight, sound
designer, recording engineer and MD of
transatlantic podcast production company Son
Of Pod to get the lowdown.
Tell us a bit about you, and your journey to
podcasting.
I started working in audio in live theatre. I
worked in a small custom-built venue in West
London, initially as a lighting tech and designer.
I soon realised that pretty much everyone did
lighting, and so decided to re-train myself in
audio. I ended up mixing FOH for several bands.
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Ultimately, this led to work for PA companies
including Entec and Skan, and touring with
artists including Serafin and Corrigan.
Subsequently I moved into post production,
radio, and now podcasts with ‘Son Of Pod’.

After many years of live work I took a job at
Roehampton University, where I was technical
manager for all the arts programs. I ended up
staying there for several years, and in the
process set up Out Post Sound in Brighton. We
provided audio post production for film and TV
as well as radio commercial production and a
few side projects. The business was pretty
successful with work on movies including The
New Daughter starring Kevin Costner and also
Katherine Bigelow’s Zero Dark Thirty. We also
worked on a world tour of a show called
Batman Live. We travelled the world recording
localised versions of the show dialogue, which
was later triggered in sync with the live
performances. Other than Disney, who do this
sort of thing with performers in masks and
body suits, we were the only company in the
world who has provided this kind of large-scale
live dubbing.
Why do you think podcasting is taking off —
becoming the new ‘global radio’?
Until relatively recently podcasting had a bad
reputation, mostly I feel because of its low
barriers to entry, which in turn allowed a lot of
crap to be produced. This really made it
extremely difficult to find decent content, and
because of the stigma professional producers
didn’t want to get involved, let alone
advertisers. This started to change around
2005-2006 when The Guardian started
distributing Ricky Gervais’ show. This was such

/ The Pro Tools session for an instalment of Jared Blumenfeld’s Podship Earth

/ Craft

a massive hit, and as of 2011 the show had been
downloaded over 300m times!
Subsequently, over the last five years or so,
broadcasters have really got on the podcast
ship on both sides of the Atlantic, first by
making existing content available for
download, and more recently by creating
exclusive content. I think what we are seeing is
a shift in a similar way that visual content on
YouTube has shifted. High quality, well
produced, unique content that is globally
deliverable, and yet highly targeted. As we
know, this is the kind of thing that advertisers
love and the statistics reflect this. In the last
decade in the US, podcast ad spend has
increased from $43m to $395m, and in the UK
76% of people who have listened to a podcast
have acted on a podcast ad.
Has this raised production values for podcast
production?
Obviously, in order for podcasts to be
sustainable and viable the quality has to be
good, which will in turn attract advertisers. This
marketing shift has been gradual but now there
is a groundswell.
There are several ways in which ads will work
in a podcast, either the entire show will be
sponsored by one particular organisation, in
which case there might be a funding credit
midway or at the end, or there could be more
traditional ad breaks. Some shows integrate the
advertising into the content. If the show is not
branded — for example we are explicitly
producing it for a company — then this kind of
content-integrated advertising is something we
avoid. In fact, when working with clients, we try
to impress on them the importance of some
recognisable break, normally music or a sting,
which listeners will learn indicates: ‘and now for
a commercial break’. At Son Of Pod we feel this
is especially important if the ads are just being
read by the presenter [which is normal for local
radio in the US].

/ Smiles not required for radio…

All that being said, one of Son Of Pod’s USPs
is that we will produce commercials for
producers and advertisers in a way that you
might only hear on broadcast radio. It really
makes the products stand out from the rest of
the show, and we like to have fun with it. Full
sound design, quirky comedic writing… what’s
not to love!
One other thing to consider when it comes
to advertising in podcasts, is that they will be
available to listen to long after they have been
produced and published. With this in mind a
producer may only want to sell an ad slot for a
certain amount of time or for a certain number
of impressions, much like banner advertising on
the web. We can facilitate the insertion of
dynamic ads throughout the life of the show.
We can either provide a bank of ads which can
be inserted dynamically on download or

stream, or we can work with the content
producers’ advertising agency and do the same
thing.
Why did you move from post production to
podcasts?
Firstly, I started working more in radio — which
has totally embraced the podcast - BBC
Sounds being a prime example in the UK. This
coupled with my love of the freedom that the
medium offers, in terms of story, format and
length is liberating. There is so much you can
do with story telling, narrative, sound design
and music, and in my experience producers are
willing to experiment more — it can be quite
exciting. These were some of the reasons I
started Son Of Pod, to be able to offer full
service production from budgeting to
distribution and analytics all under one roof.
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compression and expansion. I also like to use a
master buss compressor, and ultimately I turn
to Pro Tools own Pro Limiter after that. The
advantage with Pro Limiter is that it also
integrates loudness monitoring. Loudness
standards are important for people to
understand, for consistency of the end product.
There is no official loudness standard for
podcasts, but many people including myself
work towards -18dBu LUFS. Personally I think
it’s a little loud, you’re starting to see a loss of
dynamics at this level, but you have to think
about where people are listening to your show.
Often that involves noisy situations, or lessthan-ideal headphones, in which case a highly
dynamic production might not work so well. I
also like to use iZotope Ozone to master the
shows I work on, just to give the whole thing a
more polished, consistent feel.

/ Listening statistics are immediately available for podcasts

What makes a good podcast technically?
It’s the same as any good audio production. It
takes time, effort and skill and a good ear.
These are things that often tend to get
dismissed, and so there is still education that
has to happen when it comes to clients. Yes,
you can make a podcast in your bedroom in ten
minutes, but who wants to listen to that?
In terms of mics it really depends which
side of the Atlantic you are on. In the US they
still love their Electro-Voice RE20s. They are
great to a point, pretty bulletproof, but in my
opinion they are a little noisy and are fairly
sensitive to proximity effect. If you’ve got the
money you can’t go wrong with a large
diaphragm condenser mic, I personally love the
Neumann TLM-193 but you do need some
money in the bank!
Dialogue editing skills are probably the most

important, for obvious reasons, but also using
the right tool for the job. I still don’t think you
can beat Pro Tools for any kind of audio editing
and mixing. There are many devices specifically
aimed at smaller scale, lower budget producers
such as the RØDECaster Pro (review, Resolution
V18.2). It really just depends on what your
budget is.
What additional processing do you use
for voice?
Some good plug-ins, a tiny bit of compression
(and I try not to use that unless someone is
extremely dynamic with their delivery) …you
really don’t need much else if all you are doing
is recording voice. I love to use Waves Vocal
Rider in post. It can be a bit fiddly to set up, but
once you’ve got it dialled in, it can be an
extremely effective and subtle alternative to

Why have broadcasters and marketeers
become so enamoured with podcasts?
We can see who listened to what, where
they’re from geographically, when they
downloaded the show and much more besides.
There are many specialist companies that
provide this kind of distribution and statistical
information, Apple themselves also recently
started providing this service. For us, we don’t
use these stats to drive what the content of the
show is, but of course it is useful for advertisers,
and to see how a show is generally being
received.
Do you have your own studio, a mobile rig, or
do you use commercial studios?
All of the above. It really depends what the
demands and the budget of the production are.
If we are recording interviews on location we
might use either a Tascam HD-P2, or for more
channels a Zoom H6 with different mics,
depending on the situation. Standard EV
RE50Bs or Beyerdyanmic M58s for omni, or a
good shotgun, which for me would be a RØDE
NTG-3. We tend to use a commercial studio if
we need to do an interview over ISDN or IP.
There are also many available codecs and
software that will integrate into your DAW, or
operate independently in a web browser, such
as Source Connect or Zencastr [browser-based
VoIP multitrack recording systems].
Are we seeing a Netflix-equivalent for audio
taking shape?
There would seem no more obvious signpost to
this than Spotify buying Gimlet Media in
February this year. Gimlet, a company started in
2014 by award-winning US National Public
Radio journalist and producer Alex Blumberg,
leapt wholeheartedly into the podcasting arena,
helped largely by venture capital funding in
excess of $30m. Other large podcast networks
include Earwolf (which is all comedy), Nerdist
Networks, SModcast — as well as the traditional
broadcasters on both sides of the Atlantic. It’s
an exciting and rapidly developing area. So
watch — or rather listen — to this space!

/ The booth — Electro-Voice RE20 is popular in the US for voice
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Playlist

On the 60th anniversary
of Motown Records,
we list our funkiest grooves
Piper Payne
Artist
Song
Why?

The Temptations
‘ My Girl’
The idea that a girl
can make all your
problems go away and be all you
need is pretty cool. The
Temptations had an incredible
ability to make the instrumental
parts accent the message of the
song… Lots of music of that era was
energetic and driving in the music,
but this group had a different kind
of energy that was more about
lyrics.

Dave Robinson
Artist
Song

Why?

Stevie Wonder
‘As’ from Songs in
the Key of Life
That four-chord
sequence: seems to be always
rising, when of course it’s just
looping but never really resolving.
Genius. And always gives me
goosebumps.

John Broomhall
Artist
Song

Why?

Marvin Gaye
‘ I Heard It Through
The Grapevine’
As a keyboard
player, I love and admire the EP —
the perfect combination of a
disciplined ‘part’ and vibey
performance. Superb soulful vocal
makes me feel his pain. And the
brooding intro is perfect — that
simple modal thing on piano and
the cicada tambourine — it conjures
so much in such a short time.

George Shilling
Artist
Song
Why?

Diana Ross
‘I’m Coming Out’
This was remixed by
Ross and Motown
engineer Russ Terrana at Motown
Studios after Nile Rodgers and
Bernard Edwards did a great job on
the recording, but their original mix
was rejected. There’s no doubt the
‘60s was the golden age of
Motown, the released version of this
still sounds modern and fresh.
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Danny Turner
Artist
Song
Why?

Jackson 5
‘I Want You Back’
A classic Motown
track that will always
stand the test of time. Has an
incredible sense of momentum
thanks to its brilliant chord
progressions and spandex-tight
drumming. Polished off by MJ’s
outrageous vocal talent, it deserves
its place in the Grammy Hall of Fame.

Nigel Jopson
Artist
Song
Why?

Jon Musgrave
Artist
Song
Why?

The Temptations
‘ Get Ready’
Instantly
recognisable from
the moment the
intro riff hits, it’s an energy driven
nugget of a pop Song both
musically and lyrically that captures
the swagger of youth and totally
epitomises the mid ‘60s Motown
sound. Oh, and written and
produced by one person.

Philip Newell
Artist
Song
Why?

Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles
‘ The Love I Saw in
You Was Just a
Mirage’
It was a mix of soul and poetry that
affected me deeply when I had just
left school and was embarking on
my career in the music business.
After hearing this, there was going
to be no other career for me. I still
have the actual single that I bought
in 1967.

Erica Basnicki
Artist
Song
Why?

The Miracles
‘Mickey’s Monkey’
Simply one of the
best drum beats
ever to open a song, followed by an
unrelenting groove punctuated with
infectious hand claps. Pair that with
lyrics about a borderline-ridiculous
new dance craze, and the impulse
to flail limbs with wild abandon will
convert even the dullest event into
a carnival of motion.

The Four Tops
‘Reach Out’
As a child, ear glued
to my cousins’
portable record player, this was the
song which made me want to learn
about sound. “The finished song
didn’t sound like the Four Tops,”
said singer Duke Fakir, “We just
assumed it was some experimental
studio thing that would go on an
album.” Motown Boss Berry Gordy
released it as a single without telling
them and it was an instant
transatlantic hit!

Bill Lacey
Artist
Song
Why?

Stevie Wonder
‘Superstition’
Just about the
funkiest Clavinet lick
of the ‘70’s. And man, those
counter lines by the horns!

Phil Ward
Artist
Song

Why?

The Temptations
‘Papa Was a Rolling
Stone’
One chord, nearly 12
minutes, acres of space, Isaac
Hayes-style arrangement, great
blues guitar, Miles-ish trumpet with
beautifully measured rolls of delay,
the way the snare kicks in on nine
minutes… and a morality tale about
what kind of shits men really are!
This Song connects ‘50s streetcorner scat with the ambient
chill-out of much, much later.

Catherine Vericolli
Artist
Song

Why?

Stevie Wonder
‘Signed, Sealed,
Delivered I’m Yours’
1970 was a huge
year for Motown. The Jackson 5
blew up the charts, but this tune
slipped in on Tamla and topped
the R&B charts. The intro is magic,
opening with a sitar-guitar, it’s the
first single that Steve produced
on his own, and the BVs are
brilliant — the first appearance
of his female group.

AES Dublin

AES expects!
Resolution publisher Dave Robinson and his camera were at
the 146th AES Convention in Dublin

/ An unusual view of the Spire of Dublin, a 120m
stainless steel monument built to celebrate the
Millennium — and known locally as the ‘stiletto
in the ghetto’.

/ John Willett of Sound-Link ProAudio with the
Microtech Gefell M 102 omni mic.

/ Rupert Neve Designs’ general manager Josh Thomas with the RMP-D8 (second unit down,
the company’s first 8-channel digital Dante-ready preamp) and the Shelford Channel
transformer gain mic-pre (third unit down). Shelford is the UK village where Rupert Neve
created his first designs.

/ BTS (Broadcast Technical Services) executive
engineering manager Michael Cofferon with the new
Axia iQx on-air console: it’s the older iQ, upgraded
for the latest networking protocols.

/ Great friends, really… Crane Song’s Dave Hill (L) and Rupert Neve
Design’s Josh Thomas meet at an AES social after hours.
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/ Resolution meets Recording Architecture’s Roger D’Arcy (L) and Beechpark
Studio’s Daire Winston (R). The fantastic studio (designed by D’Arcy) is
25 years old!
/ Merging Technologies founder Claude Cellier showing off the new Anubis
multi-channel AoIP Interface. For audio pros not well-versed in mythology, the
ancient Egyptian god Anubis is associated with the Eye of Horus, acted as a guide
to the dead and helped the people find Osiris. Cellier described it as “the most
exciting product I’ve ever invented — but it took me four years!”

/ The most important pro-audio distributor in Ireland, right? (L-R) Big Bear Sound
Ltd’s Michael Browne, Odhran Connors, Graham Connolly and Darran Cummins.

/ PSI Audio CEO Roger Roschnik (L) with sales and marketing manager Fabrice-Del
Prete (centre) and German distributor Uwe Grundei. The team were in Frankfurt
recently, demonstrating the recently released A-23m monitor (shown) and the
AVAA Active Bass Absorber.
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/ Show reviews: AES Dublin

/ Smart Studio Inc’s Jim Dunne with (L) Luke Coffey and (R) Eoghan Tyrell. Business is on the up,
says manager (and Dubliner) Jim…

/ (L-R) Sound Particles’ Ricardo Sousa, Diogo Gionçalves and Tim Hurrell.

/ Prism Sound’s Will Rowe with this clever innovation, just launched
by the Cambridgeshire-based company: using Hill Acoustics’ design
for a TTC (Tetrahedral Test Chamber) you can now measure
loudspeaker response without all that tedious mucking about with
anechoics…
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Pro or No?

immediately knew I’d be talking about stereo
width. Most of these plug-ins manipulate
phase to accomplish their widening tricks, and
when it comes time for mastering, getting them
loud and still easy on the ear without distortion
becomes a very difficult task. Sometimes even
requiring ‘reverse widening’! That said, I always
ask the artist or mixer to just turn off their
widening treatments if I find them overused.
LIKE Having a little extra bass in the mix. Not
so much that it’s stepping on other things,
but a little more allows me to cut more in the
frequencies that muddy up the sound. When
it comes to bass, it’s better to have too much
than too little, because boosting bass can
change the character of the sound rather
drastically.

Marcel James
Mastering focuses the mind…

Marcel James is an American mastering
engineer living in Germany. Marcel spent 13
years as the director of sales & marketing for
Antelope Audio, and in this capacity visited
several hundred engineers and studios around
the world. James cultivates an approach to
mastering influenced by mentors like Joe
Gastwirt, Doug Sax and Brian Vibberts, with a
focus on loudness that maintains clarity and
punch. He now masters most of Vibberts’
mixes, and has worked with Mick Guzauski and
artists like Tori Kelly, William Close, and also
mastered TV commercials for Ford, Fiat,
American Idol, Apple, and Taco Bell. James also
creates instructional videos that include tips
meant to help artists better prepare their mixes
for mastering.
LIKE Waking up everyday and hearing music
from all over the world. When I switched from
brand representation to full-time mastering
engineer, my friends came from all over the
spectrum — because it was gear that had
connected us — instead of musical genres.
Many of them are now becoming clients of
mine in a whole new way.
DISLIKE As much information as there is
online about production and mixing, there really
needs to be more education about how to
prepare a mix for mastering. I’m not against
mastering plug-ins, per se, but users need to try
to mix with them off, and not have their mix
become absolutely un-glued when their limiter
is bypassed.
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A properly
balanced mixdown is much
better than a
‘multi-bandaid’
applied on a
bad mix
LIKE The correct amount of headroom.
DISLIKE Bouncing audio to send off for
mastering that’s either clipping, or ridiculously
low in level (when they turn off their limiter).
LIKE When a mix has a great stereo image
because the producer made proper use of
panning overdubs and various music
elements. While there shouldn’t be strict
‘rules’ with music, some things like a solid
lead vocal in the centre and well balanced,
mostly centred bass usually work best,
because they keep a song anchored and allow
the less dominant elements to occupy the
stereo field.
DISLIKE Overuse of stereo widening plug-ins!
As soon as I decided to write this piece, I

DISLIKE Over-use of multiband limiters on a full
mix. The crossover points introduce too many
downsides when used on too much of the
sound. They’ve become a loudening crutch for
a lot of people and there are really much better
ways to get things loud. A properly balanced
mix-down is much better than a ‘multi-bandaid’
applied on a bad mix.
LIKE When a mix sounds good before I’ve
even started working on it. It’s such a great
feeling hearing something that’s already
sounding very good, because I know I can
make it sound even better when I’m done!
What I’ve found over the years is the guys
making the best mixes are mixing at low
volumes and not at all thinking about
loudness.
DISLIKE Having to fix too much in mastering. I
will often go ahead and do the best I can with a
mix that really wasn’t ready and then I send it to
the client and include some notes on how to
improve what they sent. It slows things down,
but it’s much better than creating an
expectation that all can be fixed in mastering.
LIKE Finding new tricks and tools that make
me sound better. When people suggest
things to me, I always try to see if their
advice works. One recent discovery was that
speaker de-couplers can really make a big
difference. I settled on DMSD myself, but I
suggest people give things like de-couplers
a listen for themselves, as maybe they can
make the equipment they already own sound
better, before going out and buying yet
more new gear!
DISLIKE Lossy, or even ‘lossless’ compression.
With all the technological advances going on,
why must most music lovers have to settle for
distorted and smeared digital music files?
Hard drives are larger, internet speeds are
faster. When will we finally be able to deliver
full resolution music to all listeners without
sacrifices, and no longer have to produce
deliverables for umpteen codecs and file
formats?
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